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The issue of service accessíbility and culturally appropriate services to

immigrants is of íncreasíng concern to the social servíce professionals,

policy makers, as well as to the immigrant community. There is growing

concern that language and cultural barriers prevent irnmigranËs from

receiving equal and quality services, and that maÍnstream agencies are not

equípped to respond to the rnulticultural reality of our nerr population.

This study examines the currenL status of social service provision to

immigrants and refugees in three Canadian provinces, Saskatcherran, Alberta

and British Columbia. In the attempt to begin building a model for the

multiculturaLization of the Canadian social services, the study explores

the barriers, challenges and servíce models to develop accessible and

culturally appropríate service to imrnigrants.

ABSTRACT

Thís is a qualitative study which identifies the following salient rhemes

descríbing ímmigrant servi-ce providers' experience and opinions about

services to immigrants: l-) institutional change issues 2) settlement

services, everythíng for everybody 3) increasing access to mainstream

services, a process of change 4) services íssues and testíng neur service

approaches 5) the complexity of ethno-cultural community life 6)

irnmigrant service deliverer,s reflections.

The study's central conclusion is the need for institutional change in the

current otganizaLion of the social service system. The Manitoba example

of the bridging servíce model for the "multiculxutaLizaxion" of mainstream

services provided the context for exploring these changes.
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1.1- INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER I

Canada has been called a country of inrnigrants.
In part, our motivation in admitting immigrants
and refugees is humanitarian. However, the
largest percentage of irnrnigrants are admitted
because they serve our national self-interest.l

rmmigratíon should involve a two-way commítment, a commitment by the

immigrant to adapt to the ne$r socíety, but also a commitment by the

receiving country to assist in the adaptation process. The obligation on

the part of the receiving country arises from the fact that che right to

immigrate is granted for reasons of national self-ínterest and not solely,

or even necessarily, out of any hurnanitarian consideration. In the ease

of canada, immigration policy has been shaped by demographic needs, labour

market requirements, the influence of particular sectors of the business

community and other factors reflecting the interests of either Canadian

society as a whole or a particular economic class. This aspect of

inmigration policy has ofuen been obscured in the rhetoríc of governments

and politicians. IÈ is not surprising therefore that Canadíans tend to

think of immigration as an essentially humanitarian endeavour without

OVERVIEW

' Morton Bieser,"The Mental Health of Immigrants and Refugees in
Canada," Culture Health, YoL 2, 1988.
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benefics to Canada. This perception in turn perpetuates an attitude that

the obligation in the adaptation process should fall entirely on the

ímmígrants since they are already the beneficiaries of the privilege

granted them to irunigrate to Canada. This perception also reinforces

racist and ethno-centric alarm over what is often perceived as "floods of

refugees pouríng into the countryrt, since these movements of people are

rarely discussed by public figures in terms of their role in meeting

Canada's demographic needs.2

The attitude that irnmigration is purely humanitarian has reinforced a

tendency for the Federal government to give lirnited attention and

resources to assistíng ímnígrants in the adaptation process. This is also

reflected in the policies and programs of other levels of government, and

in the lack of relevance of government and non-governnent service

organizations to the needs of írnmigrants. The 1ow priority given to

settlement and integration contributes to the perpetuation of the socíal

and economic marginalízaxion of great ntunbers of immigrants and

consequently to the perpetuatíon of ethnic and racial inequality.

Multiculturalism, as articulated by the Federal Government and by a nuinber

of Provincíal governments, ís presented as a remedy to ethníc/racial

inequalities. As critics point out, officíal multiculturalism has largely

2 l"lalarek, Victor, Haven's Gate: Canada,s Immigration Fiasco
(Macmillan of Canada, Division of Canada Publishing Corporation, Toronto
L987).
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been restricted to supporting minority groups in preserving ethnic

cultures and heritage languages. This emphasis reflects a conception of

a "multicultural society'r as one composed of separate but equal ethnic

collectivities. However, equality is not achieved if maínstream

institutions remain unchanged and consequently inaccessible to minoríty

groups, in particular those composed of recent imrnigrants with linguistic

and cultural differences.

A quíte different conception of a "multí.cultural society" envisions

mainstream institutions "multículturalizÍ;ng" themselves in response to the

changing composition and character of the Canadian population. Here, the

emphasis ís equality rather than ethnic cultural preservation, whether it

be equality of opportunity or equality of access to services and support

systems. Equalíty of access requires some measure of adaptatíon on the

part of mainstream institutions in response to the nulticultural character

of soeiety. In a society in which irnmigrants constitute a grear

percentage of the population and ín which Ímmigration is a primary source

of populatíon growth, Ít is only reasonable to expect mainstream

ínstitutions to transform themselves ín order to be relevant to the needs

of írnrnigrants.

L,2 DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTTVES OF THE STUDY

r have been guíded in this study by the vie\,,r that attitudÍnal and

otganizational change in maínstream socÍ.al services is needed if thev are

to become more sensitive to the needs of immigrants. These changes can
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be broadly defined under the heading of the "multículturalization" of

instituËions and servíces. I have also been guided by the víew that Ëhese

ehanges are appropriate given how "equaliuy of access" can be defined in

the context of a multicultural society in whích the obligatÍon to adapt

should not lie solely wíth imrnigrants.

Concern among social service providers and policy makers in Canada as to

wheËher services are accessible to imrnigrants and appropriate to immigrant

needs is faírly recent and not by any means universal.

The following objectives are central to this research study.

í) To identify needs, issues and concerns frequently raised \Ârithin the

immigrant and servíce coÍrmuníties concerníng the problem of service

accessíbility and provision of culturally appropriate services for

the imrnigrant population.

ii) To identify themes, issues and strategies which characherize the

current status of the social service system and its relaLionshÍp to

the irnmígrant communíty

iii) To seek feedback from the ímmigrant serving communitíes in three

Canadian provinces on an alternative servíce delívery model which

attempts to deal with accessíble and culturalLy appropríate service

for ethnic minoriLies.

iv) To share the results of the study with the social service communÍty

in order to increase our understanding of hor',r we can more

effectively deliver servíces to ethnic mínorities.



1.3 IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY

Immigrants, social service providers and the social work profession can

benefít from the results of this study. Nevr insights and understandings

are sought in an area pertinent to them all. It provides immigrants with

a synthesis of the service system and can be used as a tool for reflection

and critical analysis of the social servíce system and their roles v¡ithin

it. It is particularly relevant to those immigrant and new ethnic

organízaLions which are defining their position v/íth respect to Canadian

institutions.

For social service providers, the study offers a ne\¡r framework for

conceptuaLízing and operationa1-izing alternative organizational

interventions to achíeve equality of services. The study confirms the

need for the system to undergo attitudinal and organizatÍonal changes in

order to effectively meet immigrant service needs. It also serves as a

point of reference for service providers in exploring new thinking and new

ídeology ín this field and in breaking out of old patterns of systemíc

discrimination and paternalístic servíce practices.

In the socíal work professíon there ís increasing commitment yet líttle
training for multícultural social work. Therefore, this study contributes

to the profession by rnapping out issues, challenges and strategies and by

spelling out the requírements of professional training institutions to

serve new multicultural communíties .
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knowledge base ín my work
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with an increased understanding and a strong

in the social service system for immigrants.



I}ÍMÏGRATION, SETTLE}ÍENT AND CULTURAL POLICIES: BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Permission to irnmigrate is generally pereeived as a privilege and not as

a righL, and this is reflected in the powers the Canadian goverrunent

reserves to determine who will or will not be given permíssion to

immigrate. Hor¡,rever, once a person is a landed irnrnigrant or a naturalized

Canadian, do they have the same rights as other citizens or do they depend

on being given privileges? Tt seems that the concept of "privilege of

admíssion" permeates other aspects of immÍgrant relations with the

mainstream of Canadian socíety. ConsequenËly, the notion that immígrants

are entitled to the same rights, treatment and benefits as other Canadians

is far from universally accepted.

CHAPTER II

The following discussion will examine this issue of equality, whích is one

of the central themes of rny thesís. At the same tíme it will set some

parameters rrrhen referring to "immigrants". lfhy are they here? !ilhy is

Canada involved ín international immigration? llhat role has the social

service system played in settling and integrating these new populations

into Canadian life?
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2.L IMMIGRATTON AS AN INTERNATIONAL. ECONOI'ÍIC PHENOI,IENON

Immigration as a mass phenomenon can be seen as one form of relations

between nations or regions, like trade in commodities, capital flows and

colonízation. Characteristically, the direction of human migrations

reflects the uneven nature of these relations, between colonizing and

colonized nations, rich and poor natíons, resorlrce extracting and resource

providing nations, etc. Until recently, for example the flow of human

beings was from richer, more economically advanced countries to "nel.I

worlds" 3 such as North and South America, Australia and South and Eastern

Africa. Ernigration was a social and politícal safety valve for developed

countries where populations ïrere often growing at a faster rate than

economies.

Although some of these regions still receive immigrants, the trend has

reversed itself in a more fundamental sense. Today the flow of imrnigration

is primarily from poor countries wíth dependent and static economies and

to developed countries where populations are norv declining and where

economic change is creating an escalatíng need for marginalízed labour.

Immigration today has become one of several insËruments in creating a1

international labour force ín an integrated world economy, with the poor

of the Third I^Iorld serving as a vast surplus labour force. a

3 Eduardo
of the Pillaee

* Dixon and McCaughan, "ReindustrLalLzaxion and the Transnational
Labour Force in the Uníted States today" Contemporary Marxism
No. 5 Summer, L982.

Galeano, Open Veins of Latin America: Five eenturies
of a continent (L974).
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In anaLyzing the condítions which determine the influx of irnmigrants there

are the familíar methods known as "pull and push" analysis. Some analysts

place greater emphasis on pull factors in the receiving country, such as

economic conditions and the drawing power of the highly industriallzed

areas in attractíng ímrnigrants from less developed areas, while others

emphasize push factors Ín the sending country, in whích the economic

conditions of underdevelopment are pushíng people Èo emigrate to more

developed countries. The analysis cannot be unilateral since the ínter-

relations betvreen the receivíng and sendíng countríes are increasing ín

today's íntegrated world economy. This ís partícularly so when developed

countries seem to depend more and more on Third !üorld countries in order

to secure access to cheap ra\,ir materials and labour, as well as profítable

sites for branch plants and off-shore operations. At the same time,

underdeveloped countries are forced to depend more and more on foreign aid

and ínvestment in efforts to stem the tide of deteriorating economic and

social conditíons. These are some of the factors perpetuating the unequal

relationship which provides the irnpetus to today's ,mass migrations,.

Internatíonal corporatíons, through their strategic control of capital

flows, have extended their properties beyond their national boundaries,

moving their índustries and high technology elsewhere to raise Èheir

profits and to remain competitive with one another. Third !üorld countries

have been the targets of these operations, in which foreign capital has

exploited and exhausted natural resources and cheap labour whí1e providing

liutle or no economic rewards to the host country. one of the major

motives for transnatÍonal operations is the reduction of labour costs. in



Particular in the case of production processes whÍch remain labour

intensive. Relocation of production to off-shore locations has been

possible since many Third llorld countríes see an "export-led' strategy as

a \ray out of a conditíon of underdevelopment and dependency.s

Exploitation, poverty and above all, unemployment in an exhausted local

economy oriented to foreign needs, form a vicious circle in which the

populations of Third l^Iorld countries are caught. Undoubtedly such

conditions force people from Third !üorld countries to emigrate in large

numbers to other areas of the world. As well, these populations will be

encouraged to emigrate when the receiving country needs foreign labour to

respond to labour market demands and labour shortages.

Another variable among the forces producing immigration and refugee

movements is socio-economic and politícal oppression in Third i{orld

countries. Many underdeveloped countries have a long history of political

unrest which almost always arises from the continued subjugatÍon and

exploitation of the majority of the population. Injustice and poverxy are

the products of socío-economic measures applied by a repressíve and tiny

rulíng elite committed to a model of rdevelopment, based on foreign

investment and the provision of cheap labour. Frequently exile is imposed

on those who do not remain passive to conditions jointly fostered by the

foreign investors and the repressive national goverrunent. A well

documented exarnple of this is the United States's ínvolvement in the

s A.Sivanandan, "Imperialism in the Silícon Age"
Vo1.32, Number 3, July - August 1980

Monthlv Review.
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military overthrow of the Allende government in Chile in L973. Almost

one million Chilean refugees are spread around Ëhe world as a result of

this intervention, done Ín the name of protecting Arnerican capítal.6 Tn

lighu of the preceding analysis it seems obvious that ímmígration is not

only a phenomenon of individual choices, but rather is a mass social and

economic phenomenon and an intrínsic factor in today's integrated world

economy. As Jonathan Power states: "Immigrant vrorkers have become a

structural necessity for the economy of Ëhe receiving counlry",'

2.2 CANADA'S LONG STANDING INVOLVET.ÍENT IN IM}ÍIGRATTON

Canada developed through immígration. From early Canadian history

immigrants provided a relíable labour force for economic expansÍon and

r^rere used to settle sparsely populated regíons. Up to the present,

Canadían governments have used irnrnigration to meet the demands of the

labour market, as well as for dernographic requirements.s In the last 15

years over two million people (see Chart 1) have immigrated to Canada.

Immigrants make up a signíficant percentage of the population and an even

more sígníficant percentage of the labour force. According to the 1981

Census, labour force partícipation rates are higher among ímmigrants than

6 Galeano, L974

7 Jonathan Power, "lüesteïn Europe's Migrant üIorkers, " Minorit)¡ Rights
Group Report" No.28, lttay 1976

I The Law Uníon Of Ontario, The Immígrant Handbook: A Crítical Guide
(Black Rose Books, Montreal 1-981)



among the general population,

populatíon ís younger than the

T2

reflecting the fact that the immígrant

general population.
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ThÍs highlights an Ímportant fact about Canadían population Lrends. As

Chart 2 shows, fertilíty rates have been falling steadily since 1960. By

L970 they fell below the replacement level. This means that without

imnigration the Canadian populatÍon would decrease rapidly and age even

more rapidly. ImrnÍgratíon has been and will continue to be an irnportant

factor in canadian economic and social development. Given this, it is
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dÍsturbing that Canada has yet to put

to assist immigrants in becoming equal

Canadian society.

fËñlfly Rdf\åü PË tf¡{o rÞtm.n

in place adequate support systems

and conËributing participants in

Chqrt 2
Fertïlify Rotes in Conodo

1925 To 1 985
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Sourur: Vltol Stollcltlss.
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The legacy of the racially discriminatory immigration policies of the past

has prevented Canadian institutions from acknowledging immigrants as part

of canadian life. e consequently ít has prevented them from playing a

e Evelyn Kallen, "Ethnicity and Human Rights in Canada"
Publíshing Limíted, Toronto L9B2)

t970 tâ75 tgÊo

(Gage
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crucial role in developing policies based on a new philosophy grounded in

principles of equality. It was only in L969 xhax the Canadian goverrment

abandoned a racially discrirninatory imrnigration policy of preferred and

non-preferred countríes. Ilith thís, Canada entered a new era in developing

a statutory base for equality and respect for human rights. The following

represents a chronology of the major legíslative and polícy developments

in this area:

1-960 - Canadian Bill of Rights

L967 - First Non-Discrimínatory Canadfan Inmigration AcË

1-968 - Report of the Royal Com¡nissíon on Bilíngualism and Biculturalism

L97L - Multículturalísm as en Officíal pol_icy

L977 - Canadian lTuman Ríghrs Act

1982 - The Charrer of Rights and Freedoms

1-984 - Equallty Nowl (a House of Commons Report)

1-988 - The Multiculturalísm Act

The elirnination of discríminatory immigration policÍes coincided with a

declining interest in emigraÈíon to Canada among people Ín what had been

the "preferred countries' of Europe and Northern Europe in particular.

Thís led to a dramatic change in the composítion of irunigrant populations.

As Chart 3 shows, as recently as t$renty years ago 8Ot of immigrants to

Canada were from industriaLized countríes, with only 208 coming from Third

Ilorld countríes. As the figures for 1987 show, the situation has almost

reversed itself, with almost 758 of immigrants coming from Third l¡Iorld

countries. This means that the najority of immigrants are coming from
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societies whích are profoundly dífferent from Canada in terms of economÍc

development, social organÍ-zaxion, culture and language.

Chqri 3
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The massive numbers of inrnigrants that have arrived in Canada during the

last century are not an homogeneous group (see chart 4). They differ
among themselves in culture and language,Ín their numbers and in the

períods of their arrival. They also differ in terms of the degree of
development in their country or region of origin, as well as in terms of
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the social class to which they belonged in their homeland.. Nevertheless,

within these differences there are obvíous commonalíties which are maínly

related to their social status and to the economíc and polítícal positions

theír ethnic communíties have achieved ín Canada.

Chort 4
I nternsllonsl hnrnfgrotfon Ib Cunudq

hy lfforld .*.reqs - l9t7
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A revíew of the curr.ent literature indicates that the great majority of

immigrants in this receiving country are very vulnerable to exploítation

and subject to discriminatíon. They also have low levels of particípation

as cítizens. Authors such as Pione attribute the inferior occupational

positions and lov¡ social status of immigrants to stïuctural factors. pione

Corlbbeun 11227 7%
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discusses the manipulation of irnmigration to meet the needs of a secondary

labour market, which Í-s characterized by low Írages, job instability, non-

unionization, poor working conditions, slight skill requirements and lack

of advancement opportunities. These structural factors have direct

bearing ín reinforcing the disadvantaged conditions of immigïants arísíng

from their inability to compete equally in the labour market due to

language and cultural barriers.l0

immigranË profile could be characxerlzed in the following way:

ner',¡ canadians continue to provide an abundant supply of low wage

labour, heavíly concentrated ín areas of the economy requiring

unskílled and semí-skilled labour, such as services (restaurant and

janitorial servíces), food processíng, construction, assembling,

textiles, clothing and other light manufacturíng.11

non-EnglÍsh speaking irnurigrant workers are commonly recruited and

locked into job ghettos where they do not have to use the official

language as part of their work. Ile see particular ethnic groups

heavily concentrated ín certain industrÍes; for exarnple, there is

a visible concentratíon of ímmÍgrants from the philippines, the

rndían sub-continent and Latin America in the garment industry in

Manitoba.

immigrants have traditionally stayed in jobs below their skill

10 M.J.Pione, "Impact of Imrnigracion in the Labour Force" MonthlJ¡
Labour Review, L975

(August 1983)

11 Manitoba Employment servíces and Economic security, A Report on the
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levels. Roxana Ng and Judiuh Ramirez conducted a study in Vancouver

which found that many immigrants, even those ín professÍonal and

hÍghly skilled technical occupations in their home countries, have

to take unskílled and semi-skilled positions.12 The Department of

Manpower and Immígratíon reported that from a sample survey of

immigrants, 398 of those polled Ìrrere not working in their intended

occupations after three years in Canada.13

the first job immigrants have in Canada, usually a low-skilled and

menial job, is treated as their "Canadian experíence", locking them

ínto this type of work.

l:

The unique positíon that immigrants occupy in Canadian socíety has the

characteristics of what Evellm Kallen describes as a mínority group within

a system of social stratification.

...the concept minority, or subordinate collectivity, refers
to the corresponding social category (re: rankíng críteria)
with inferior social sÈatus, whose members wield a lesser
degree of social, economic, and/or political poïrer relative
to the majority. 14

12 Roxana Ng and Judith Ramirez, Immígrant Housewiwes in Canada
(Vancouver, 1981)

Adaptation of Immigranrs (L974)

14 Kallen,l-982

13 canada Department of Manpower and rmmigration, Three years ín
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2.4 THE SOCTAL SERVTCE SYSTE}Í AND TIIE }ÍTTLTICULTURAL CO}ÍI'ÍTINITY

Among both social service providers and immigrant people there is

increasing reeognition Èhat the ríghts to access and to equal services for

ethnic minoríties are, by and Large, being denied by the present system

in Canada.ls In recent years there has been an increased awareness of the

need for mai.nstream services to be more accessible and to provide more

culturally appropriate services to ímrnigrant populations.

The servíce system has not been able to respond adequately Ëo the

substantial demographic shift in ethno-cultural composition of Canada

sínce the late 60's. As discussed Ín the previous section and described

in Chart 5, before this period nine out of ten imrnigrants came from the

united Kingdom, Europe and the united states. Today the rnajority of

immigrants are from Asia, Latin America, the i'Iest Indies, Afríca and the

Middle East, r^rho are racially and culturally different from mainstream

population. This undoubtedly presents a difficult challenge co

legislators, academics, social scíentísts and in partícular, to social

service professionals, to effectively meet the needs of this population.

A major focus of ímrnigration polÍcy, historically and to the present, is
admission standards, reflecting the determination to use immígration to

serve canadats interests. Little attentÍon, Íf any, has been given to the

Groups

It Robert Doyle and. Liwy visano, A program for Actíon: Access ro

(Social Planníng Councíl of Metropolítan Toronto, LggT)
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questíon of accessible and culturally appropriate services for immigrants.

As a consequence, the social servíce system has not developed the capacity

to serve immigrant communities.16 Polícy makers, social planners and

social service practítioners are only now discoveríng and exploring this

field. Nevertheless,the social service system and iurmigrant populations

remain profoundly disconnected. As the Toronto sítuation íllustrates:

it becomes apparerit that the health and social service
system , at least for members of diverse cultural and racíal
groups, could be characterized as a situation of tÌvo
solitudes, trso sub systems, mainstream and ethno specific. . .

exist side by side, live somewhat separate existences, hardly
take account of one another in their effort to plan and
deliver serviees and do not account to one another for their
plans or activiÈies. . . 77

2.5 MULTTCULTUR.â,LTSM POLICY AND IT.ÍI'ÍIGRANT PEOPLE

At a rhetorícal level, multicultural policy both aË the federal and

provincial levels is comrnitted to promoting equality across ethnic lines.

The goals of multiculturalism, as originally stated by Prime Minister

Pierre Trudeau in 1971, included assisting "members of all cultural groups

to overcome cultural barriers to full participation in Canadian society" .18

Yet, as Daiva Stasiulis and oËher crítics note, governments have largely

16 Among others this issue is presented by Betty Bergin in Equality
is the Tssue (Social Planning Council of Ottawa-Carleton, Ontario 1988)
and by Doyle and Visano in A Program For Action ( Social Planning Council
of Metropolitan Toronto L987) as well by Barb Thomas in Multiculturalism
at l^Iork, (Y.I^I.C.A. Toronto L987)

17 Doy1e and Vísano, 1987 , p. 1-5

18 Canada, House of Commons, Debates.(L97L,p.8546)
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limited themselves to symbolic affirmations of the equal status of

minorities while avoiding questions of sËructural and institutíonalized

obstacles to equality whích have more practical significance in terms of

perpetuating economic and social stratification along ethnic/racial

lines.1e Some critics, such as Li and Bolaria, argue that multiculturalism

contributes to the perpetuation of inequalitíes by creating the image of

action withouË any substance.20 Certaínly goverrlments have tended toward

fostering ethno-cultural activities and the retentíon of heritage

languages. Stasiulís sees this as partly the result of a tendency of the

government, at both the politícal and bureaucratíc levels, "to follow the

path of treast resistance" and interpret their mandate in ways that don,t

lead to controversy or conflict with influential sectors or institutions

in Canadian socíety. Ethnic minorities groups are lobbying government to

go beyond a s¡rmbolíc affírmation of racial and ethnic equalÍty and address

issues of racism and accessibility of mainstream institutions for

irnmigrants. As Stasiulís noLes, action in response to these pressures has

been limited and inconsistent.

In summary, immígratÍon as an internatíonal phenomena can be viewed as one

ínstrument of a system of internatíonal capitalism in the manipulation and

exploitatíon of a globa1 labour force. Canada's role in imnigration ís

characteristic of thís phenomena and of the contradíctíons withín ít.

1e Daiva Stasíulis, "The symbolíc Mosaic Reaffirmed: Multiculturalism
Policy" , How Ottartra Spend 1988,/1989: The Conservatives Heading the Stretch
(Ottawa, Carleton University press, 19BB)

20 B.Singh Bolaria and Peter Li, Racial Oppression in Canada (Garamond
Press Toronto,1985)
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Immigration polícy in Canada has been determined prirnarily by an

interaction between labour market requirements and ethno-cultural

xenophobia.2l The lack of consideration to the needs of irnmÍgranËs, as

manÍfested by the ínaccessibility of the maÍnstream social service system,

reflects of an attitude that culturally distinct immigrants are an

unwanted necessity or just plain unwanted. However, immigrants as

citizens have been able to assert influence in making government

recognize, at least in its rhetoric, their rights to equality. The

conflicts between governmerit and minorities over the lack of substance to

multicultural policy is one example of the ongoing acconmodation to the

reality of ímmígrants and ethnic mínorities as a sector with energíng

political and social influence.

2r The Law Union Of Ontario, 1981.



A MODEL FOR THE I,ÍULTICULTURALIZATION OF THE SOCIAL SERVICE SYSTEI,Í

This chapter is a sunmary of a formal díscussion paper which was prepared

early in the study and cireulated to participants in the prowinces of

Alberta, Saskatchewan and British Colurnbia. The paper discussed issues

that were being reflected upon and debated by members in the immigrant

service field. My discussion of these íssues \¡ras influenced by my

experience working wiÈh ethníc communities in designing and developing a

training program for ethnic comrnunity workers (the Refugee Community

trforkers Training Program) 22 and in designing and implementing accessíble

and culturally appropriaLe services for irnmigrant communities (Immigrant

Access Service). 23 The paper also reflects the víews of ethno-cultural

leaders, settlement workers, clíents, educators and social service staff

working in the field, with rvhom I have discussed conmon issues and

problems. Many tímes their contribution served to clarifv mrr own

thinking.

23

CHAPTER III

22 The R.c.I^I.T.P. was a 2 year rraíning program (1993-j-9g5), funded. for
only one intake of 18 students by the three levels of government and
delívered through the core Area Training and Employment Agency. The aím
of the program was to train irnrnigrant workers who, once employed in the
Human Service System could bridge the gap beÈween the immigrinx/refugee
population and the existing socíal servíce system by adãressing ttr"linguistic, cultural and information barriers whÍch prevenr
immigrants/refugees from full participation in canadian society.

23 I.A.S. was established ín 1985 as a direct service of the ManÍtoba
Sovernment. The aim of the service is to act as a bridge between ímmigrant
communiuies and the mainstream social service systems.
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ThÍs chapter discusses the four major themes related to the

multiculturaLization of the social service system.

THE BARRIERS: The inadequacíes of the present servíce delivery system ín

providing accessible and culturally relevant services to immigrants.

THE OHALLENCES: The challenges and key tasks that need to be faced to

deal effectively with these barríers in order Lo improwe service provisíon

to irunigrants.

THE MODELS: The different approaches in delivering services to ethnÍc

minoritíes.

A }ÍULTI-SERVICE, MULTI-LTNGUAL, }ÍULTI-CULTURAL SERVICE DELIVERY MODEL:

An alternative model v¡hich attempts to deal r^rith barriers to accessible

and culturally appropriate service provision.

3.1 BARRIERS AND A TTÍO-TIERED APPROACH IN THE SOCIAL SERVICE SYSTEI,T

The barriers that prevent the delivery of accessible and culturally

appropriate services to ímmigrants rvill be examined in the context of a

critical overview of the organízation of the socÍal service system and the

ímplications for the delivery of servíces to ethníc minoríties. The

najority of írunigrant people experíence difficulties in securing access

to the mainstream system due rnainly to theÍr lack of information and

appropriate connunicatÍon and interaction strategies. This ís aggravated

by the lack of available services, knowledge and understanding of
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linguistic and cultural factors among agency staff.2a

Chan suggests that a t\4ro-tiered approach in the social service system

emerged ín Canada in the L970's. A two-tiered approach can be understood

as one system for the maínstream society and another serving as an

alternative for members of ethnic mínoríties.25 As summarized in the Chart

below the social servÍce system has generally been organized. in thro

dífferent modes to deal with human needs, one whÍch deals with the human

and social needs of the general population, (the generic rnode), and another

which deals with the special needs of a partÍcular target group, i.e.

settlement needs of the immigrant communitíes (the categoric mode).26

HUMAN SERVICE AGENCIES
SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCIES

NEEDS:

ORGANIZATION OF THE SOCTAL SERVTCE SYSTEI,Í

POPUI¿.TION SERVED:
GENERAL

GENERIC SYSTET{

HUMAN AND SOCIAL NEEDS

2a Betty Bergin, Equalit]¡ is the Tssue: A study of Minority
Group Access to Health and socíal services in ottawa-carleton (The
Planning Council of Ottawa-Carleton 19gB)

CATEGORIC SYSTEI{

2s Kwan B.Chan, "Ethnic minorities and Accessibility to Services Ína Two-Tiered Social Servíce System: The Case of the Chinese í.n Montreal .,'currents (urban council in Race Rerations, Toronto, summer LggT)
26 Rosa Cand.ia, "Immigrant Access Service Conceptual Framework',(Unpublished, lJinnipeg 1_986)

IMMIGRANT SERVTNG AGENCIES
ETHNIC SPEC]FIC AGENCIES

NEEDS:
SPECIAL NEEDS - SETTLEMENT

TARGET GROUP SERVED:
IMMIGRANTS

Ethníc
Social
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Generic human and social services are those services provided by

government and non-goverfinent organizations that are part of the

"mainstream" instítutional system, serving the public at large. They are

the major instruments of the welfare state. Generic human and social

service agencies are also defined in terms of their mandate to provide

specialized services in particular service and or problem areas, such as

family therapy, education, recreation and health. Their mandate Ímplies

that these agencies have highly traíned and specialízed staff of

professionals and para-professionals.

The categoric mode has been utilízed to deal with the claim of special

needs of varíous minority groups. Unlike the generic system rrhere the

staff are professional, the staff of the categoríc immigrant servíce

system are generally part of the para-professional communíty.

GenerÍc and categoric responses can be very ínterdependent. There are

categoric responses rvithin generic services, such as a women,s hospital.

On the one hand, women become a target group with specíal needs wichin a

generic health service system which ís also available to the general

population. on the other hand, \^romen as part of the general population

are helped with a range of other human and social needs through generíc

services. This model, however, does not seem to apply with regard to

immigrant groups.

I^lhile the categoric irnmigrant servíce system is dealing with the special

needs of imrnigrants, immigrants experÍ.ence tremendous difficulty in being

tecognized as members of the general population with regard to a range of
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other urunet generic human and social needs. Immigrant clients are

generally defined on the basis of theÍr belonging to a target group rather
than on the basis of their service needs and therefore referred to

categoric rather than generic services. In thís instance, the categoric

target group is composed of índividuals who are defined on the basis of
racial, linguistic and/or cultural differences or in terms of their
settlement needs. Consequently we find that responses to irnrnigrant needs

have been generally of a categoric nature, and in the rnajority of cases,

non-settlement needs are left unattended given the lack of professional

and speciaLized staff in categoric services.

The categoric irnmigrant serving system ís generally composed of tr^7o

dístínct sub systems:

(i) THE IMMIGRANT SERVING AGENCIES: which are the governmenr

and/ot non-government organÍzations offerÍng settlement

services to ímmígrant groups in areas such as housing,

employment, offícial language acquisition, reception, initial
oríentatíon and adjustment assistance; and interpretation and

translati ort.27

(ii) THE ETHNIC SPECIFIC AGENCIES: which are the communÍry based

service agencies offering services to respective single ethnic

communities.

Employment and rmmigration canada and secretary of state,
"Background paper on Federal Immigrant settlement/Ínxegraiion programs
Past and Present" (Canada 1933)
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The process of defining immígrants primarily in terms of their settlement

needs has fostered a trend in servíce delivery by r,¡hich the immigrant

categoric system is seen as the prÍmary service provider. Categoric

immigrant servíce providers are pressed to service both the categoric and

generíc needs of irnmigrants whÍle the mainstream generic agencies are

being "let off the hook". As Hubert campfens points out, the categoric

immigrant servíce system has carríed:

the lion's share of dealíng with the
specífic to settlement and integration,
'complimentary' services as one would
state, but being the 'prírnary provider,
essential areas.2a

This sítuaÈion has affected both the immígrant and the social service

comrnunities and the relationship between the two; a relationship which

has been characterized by inequality, misinformation, and disinterest.

As a consequence of thís situation, immigrants ín general are still und.er-

represented in the generic human/service community, whether as clients,

paid professionals and/or social policy makers.2e Immigrants are also

among those in the population who are most likely to fall between the

cracks of the social service system.

needs and problems
offering not merely

expect in a l^Ielfare
of services ín manv

2a Hubert Campfens, "The Role and
Organizations in Settlement and Integration"
Conference on Settlement and IntegratÍon of
Uníversity, trrlaterloo, 1988). p.5

2e DoyLe & Visano, Lg87

Future of Non-Government
, A paper prepared for the
Immígrants (!trilfrid Laurier
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The absence of a generíc service response uo iuunigrant needs obviously has

contributed to this problem. On the one hand, an immigrant family needíng

family therapy services may not qualify for services from a mainstream

agency becatrse they are identifíed as a member of a target group facing

language and cultural barriers. on the other hand, the family may nor

receive services from an irnrnigrant serving agency because the agency is
not mandated to offer farnily therapy services and consequently does not

have Èraíned staff.

By default the categoric immigrant services have been left with the task

of filling the service gaps created by the gulf between immigrants and the

mainstream generic service system. In pursuing this task they have faced

the dílernma of having to buíld a parallel service system for irunigrants.

Many people rtrorking ín the immigrant servíces field advocate a parallel
imrnigrant servÍce system. They argue that a parallel system is a means

to ensure that linguistic and culturally appropriate services are

províded, that the cornmunity has control over policy, resources and

service directions, and that there are greater opportunities for
communíty partícipation and community empowerment. The concept of a

parallel service system is seen by some as the meaïls to ensure an

equitable share of the resources in the system. Above all, this approach

has emerged out a lack of confídence among many in both ímmigrant serving

agencies. and ethnic organizaxions, in the capacity of the mainstream

generic systen to deal wíth and equitably represent the servÍce interests

of ethníc minorítíes within existing structures.
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Other social servíce providers, while agreeing with the principles of

providing culturally and linguistically appropriate services, argue that

parallel services are not the most appropriate way to deal wiÈh the

present inequality of services to ímmigrants. They argue that thís nodel

is a diversion from a real process of comrnunity empor,rrerment, that it

serves the purpose of the dominant culture and that it preserves a state

of inequality between the mainstream system and ethnic minoríty systems

due to the unequal dístríbutíon of power and resources between the two.

Parallel systems are regarded by some critics as another form of

"compensation" to ethnic minorities in place of genuinely effective

services and a real role for their communities ín decision making

processes. They argue that parallel systems project the image of communÍty

particípation without the substance. As well, they allow politicÍans the

opportunity to give lip servíce to the principle of meeting the service

needs of irnmigrant populations.

There are a ntr¡nber of drawbacks to the parallel system model for immigrant

services. A full implementation of this model would require as many

parallel systems as there are ethnic groups, multiplied by the mrmber of

problem/servÍce areas. Already scarce resources would be divíded into a

multiplÍcity of small allocations, spread thinly across different minority

groups and withín the dífferent ethnic minority populations.

Historically, competíng for límited resources has produced frictíon among

minority grouPs whích has divided them and made them more vulnerable to

díscrimination and ghettoization. The concept of a multiplicity of

parallel systems presumes an equal level of organizaxion, development,
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poI^rer and resources across various immigrant ethnic communities. There ís

abundant evídence to indicate the contrary. InequalÍties among ethnic

communíties within a system of parallel ethnic specific services would be

inevitable because more established and resourceful communitíes are better

prepared to compete for resources. In additÍon, parallel systems can

reinforce ethnic ghettoization, preventing ethnic minorities from becoming

an integral part of the society and from making equal use of the resources

of the socíal service system.30

The mainstream generic service system has failed to recognize that we are

living in a multicultural socíety where aLL cixÍ,zens have the right to

preserve their diversities while also receivíng the same services as those

Ín the mainstream society.3l The reasons stated below may help to explain

why mainstream services have often been unavrare of or unable to respond

to the service needs of immigrants. Overcompensation by the categoríc

system may have contributed to the lack of response by the mainstream

servÍces. As well, the dramatíc absence of immigrants within the generic

service community has prevented agencies from becomíng knowledgeable and

better equipped to deal appropríately with the service needs of this

population.

30 Tania Das Gupta, Learning from our History: Communit]¡ Development
bl¡ Immigrant l,Jomen Ín Ontario 1958-1986. A Tool for Actíon (Cross-Cultural
Communicatíon Centre, Ontario, 1,986).

31 Eva A1lmen, "Counsellíng and Settlement, The Future Relationship
of Mainstream and settlement services", A paper presented. for the
Conference on Settlement and Integration of Immigrants (Ililfrid Laurier
University, I,,Iaterloo 1988) .
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The fact that irnmigrants under-utilíze the mainstream servíce system may

not be due to the presumed "ínner abilitíes of irnrnigrants to make ít on

their ovrn", as some would like to think. Rather, theír absence could be

attributed Ëo the fact that barriers ín the generíc service system make

it ínaccessible and eulturally inappropriate to ímmigrant needs.

The barriers preventing the generÍ-c mainstrearn system from offering

accessible and culturally appropriate services to ímmígrants can also be

examined in the light of Evelyn Kallen's discussíon of structural,

institutional and cultural discrinination. She argues that the inequality

of access to major public institutions is.

... rooted in the system - wide operation... which, as result
of the self-fulfilling prophecy of racism, excludes
substantial nunbers of members of particular ethnic
collectivities from significant participation in its major
social institutions. 32

This established structure of ethnic inequality is maintained through

unequal access to emplo¡rment, educatíon, wealth, social and polítieal

po\^ler which has kept ethnic minority members 'outside of the system,. Past

ímmígration policies of preferred and non-preferred countries for

immigrant intake contributed to the development of ethnic stratÍfication

in Canada. Porter argues that different immigrant groups are líkely to

have distinct, pre-determined points of entry Ínto the public life of

Canada. The less preferred the ethnic group, in the eyes of the dominant

32 Kallen, L982, p.37
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ethnic group(s), the lor¿er the point of entry.33 This inequality seems

even more dramatic for members of ethnic minorities coming to Canada

during the last two decades, when the cultural and racial composition of

irnmigration differed distínctly from previous imnígration movements.

Generic social service agencies have been largely inaccessible to ethnic

minoritÍes. However when they become more accessible, they tend to neglect

cultural differences in the provision of servÍces, in determining

policies, and applying techníques and service intervention models.

Therefore, servÍce provísíon Ëends to be culturally inappropríate when

serving immígrant and refugee populations. Canada's dominant mono-

cultural approach to public life is the basis for the cultural

discrinination prevailing in the current social delivery system, which

prevents it from offering culturally relevant services to ethnic

minorities.

In a hierarchical, multi-ethnic society, only representatives
of the dominant ethnic collectivity have the po.tÁrer to
transform their ethnocentrism ínto cultural discrimination by
imposíng their cultural attributes - their values, standards,
and definitions of reality - on all peoples in the society.
For it is the normative imperative of the ethnic group which
become sanctioned in law and incorporated into publíc
institutional polícies thereby providing the moral and
eultural guidelines for the whole society.3a

The current situation suggests that the mono-cultural service system has

led not only to discriminatory practices but more significantly to

33 John Porter,

34 Kallen, L982 p.1-1-O

Vertical Mosaíc (University of Toronto Press, 1965)
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incompetent provision of servíces when dealing with ethnic minority

service needs. It appears that the inability to serve the rnulti-ethníc

population wíth professional competence lies in the lack of relevant

professional skills. Unfortunately educational institutions have yet not

tecognLzed that professionals will inevitable be involved in nulti-

cultural practÍce. It has been suggested that professional schools like

Social l,rlork, Education, Psychology and Nursing review theír curriculum to

determíne íf they are preparing people to competently serve the culturally

diverse population of Canada.

Affírmative actíon hiring polÍcies have been widely presented as remedíes

to the effects of the mono-cultural approach in services. Affirmative

action "has as its object the amelioration of conditions of disadvantaged

individuals or groups íncluding those that are disadvantaged because of

race, national or ethnic origin, colour ..." 35 This objective is

generally interpreted as naking public instítutions more representative

of the ethnic composítion of society and therefore more sensitíve and

responsive to the needs of particular groups. Nevertheless, members of

ethnic minoríties who become part of the systems confront various

barríers.

Affirrnative actíon programs and hiring polícies aËtempt to address

inequaliÈy by increasing Èhe numbers of ethnic ninority members working

in public institutions. Affirmative action initiatives are providing

3s Kallen,Ig82
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greater opportunities for those with equal qualifications.

Unfortunately, the barriers for immigrants to obtain equal qualifícatíoris

are many. For example, the tendency not to value people's past horne

country r,trork and educatíonal experÍences, places them in a dísadvantaged

situation to compete or make use of the limited affirmatíve actíon

opportunities.

In competing for jobs which require official language skills immigrants

may be at a disadvantage as a consequence of the ínsufficient resources

that have been allocated for assísting people to acquÍre officíal

languages. There is a long hístory of structural discrímination agaínst

minorities due to language barriers and non-recognítion of past life

experi.ence. The right of redress against long term past discrimination

should include the right to acquire English/Freneh language skills to a

level of proficiency to enable functioning in Canadian society,36 as well

as the right to have prevíous qualifícations, r{rork experience and

education or training recognized.

Members of ethnic minorÍtíes who join the Canadian public institutions are

usually isolated, their numerical presence being too small to make an

impact. They are generally placed in positions where Ëhey cannot affect

decisíon making. As well, they are pressured to compete and succeed within

the system, which often means "buying into the system'l. The socializatíon

process often pushes them toward assimilating into the Latger society by

abandoning their ethnic ídentity. Consequently their ability to serve

36 Laura Ho, interview held in Edmonton april 1988.
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theír communities on the basis of their ethníc background and immigrant

experience disappears. This could be prevented were the instítution ready

to utílíze those resources.

The major barrier, nevertheless, is the lack of a systematic approach to

creating and providing "affirmative action social service programming'r.

The social service system has not yet envisioned the placemenÈ of ethníc

minority professionals in positions and with responsibilities appropriate

for utilizing them in serving their owïr communities in a systematic

manner. Unless "affirmative action service prograrnming" occurs as a pre-

requisite to affirrnative actíon hiring policies, barriers will persist.

Those ethnic minority members \rrithin the system will continue to be

powerless to use their much needed skills and talents to help their

comrnunities.

3.2 CHALLENGES TN PROVTDING ACCESSTBLE AND CULTURALLY APPROPRIATE

SERVICES TO ETHNIC }IINORITIES

The increasing cultural díversity of Canadian society places heawy demands

and expectations on the social service system in terms of developing the

capacity to provide categoric and generic services to meet the needs of

irnmigrants.3T The discussion in the preceding section on the barriers to

accessible and culturally appropriate services for ethnic minorities

mapped out some of the challenges ahead for the social service and ethno-

37 children's Aid society of Merropolitan Toronto, ,,Task Force onMulticultural Prograutmes: Final Report" (Toronto , Lgg2) .
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cultural conmuníties such as examining social policies and practices,

developing collaborative approaches Lo services, facilitating cornmunity

empovrerment, providing cross-cultural education and freeing the categoric

immigrant servíces from their role of primary service provider. This

section will look at these challenges in more detail.

EXAMINING SOCfAL POLICIES AND PRACTICES: Necessary changes in both policy

and practice requíre the collaborative efforts of policy makers and

practitioners ' Policy makers would requíre that human and social service

practítioners identify emerging needs, nevr approaches and working models

to deal more effectively with irnmigrant service needs.38 As well,
practitioners would requíre nevr legíslation and definitíons of
jurisdíction from policy makers. Changes on both sides are essentÍal and

should be complimentary Ín order to avoid either ad hoc and temporary

changes in practíce which ate not supported by policy changes, ot
essentíaIly meaníngless changes in officíal polícy which are not matched

at the level of implernentatíon.

one area of polícy which should be re-examined, and one which is
extensively discussed wíthín the ímmígrant serving field, is that of
goverrìment jurisdiction, í.e. which level of government is responsible for
responding to immigrant service needs. Government jurisdiction has been

bureaucratícally defined in terms of settlement adaptation during the

first few years in Canada, and integratÍon needs after the fírst years;

38 Children,s Aid Society of Metropolitan Toronto, .,gg2.
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the first being a federal responsibility and the second

províncial government responsibility.

Services to immigrants have generally been organized around this time-

bound and bureaucratically defined concept of imrnigrant needs, as though

during the first years in Canada only settlement (categoric) service needs

are present and that the other social and human needs (generic) only

appear after the first few years. In realÍty both service needs co-exist.

The challenge ahead ís to examine the provision of services to imrnigrants

that are time-bound and constrained by jurisdictional considerations.

DEVELOPING COLLABORATM APPROACHES TO SERVfCE : Collaborative service

models Present a challenge to both mainstream and. settlement services,

and to the ethno-cultural communitíes to collaboraËe and coordinate their
efforts and resources more effectively. Such models are based on the view

that there ís a need for a nurticultural practice, requiring:

i) cross-cultural knowledge and experÈise íncluding knowled.ge of

both host and immígrant coïn¡nunity languages whích are more

líkely to be found among peopre from the rmmigrant comnunity

and/or within Immigrant Settlement Servíces.

ii) professional knowledge and expertise in areas such as mental

health, educatíon, social work, psychology, farnily therapy,

etc., which are to be found mostly withín the existing

mainstream servíces.

being a
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Since the cross-cultural field is ín the early stages of development these

two areas of knowledge and expertise are not líkely to be present ín one

professional. Therefore professionals with expertise in each of these

respective fíelds need to work co-operatively in order to provide

appropriate services.

Some further assumptions regarding collaborative approaches to service

delivery are that there is potential for better utilization of resources

within both service systems which are currently scattered, misused and

disconnected. As well the ethno-cultural community and the immigrant

serving agencies have abundant human resources, skills, talent and

commitment to share. The objective of offering culturally appropriate and

accessible services could be more effectively achieved íf the immigrant

and service conmunities joined their efforts. The collaboratíve service

concept is not a nehr one; it is based on well acknowledged social service

principles of service coordinatíon and service íntegration.

FACILITATING COIÍMUNITY EI,IPOI{ERMENT: Ethno-cultural communities (ECC, s) ,

as mínority Sroups , are increasíngly ar¡rare that they ought to become more

active in pursuing their rights to equal access, and to equal, competent

and relevant services. A process of community empowerment is needed ín

this context. Community empol¡/erment implies strengthenÍng relevant

constituencies of the ethno-cultural community such as the professionals,

community resources, clients, natural leaders and the otgan1.zed ethnic
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conmunity at large in order to acquire such rights.3e

Ït is not until ECC's become conversant vrith the social service sysËem

that they will be able to play a crucial role in pursuing their rights.
It is ímperative that they become knowledgeable about the intricacies of
the system and become skillful in articulating the advantages and

limitations of social service system operations. Above all, it is
necessary that they become skíllful in identifying alternatives and

findíng room in the system for service ímprovements. The process of
empowerment of ECC's can and does have different focí. For example, in
ontario' some ECC's have taken the service needs of their communÍties ínto
their owrr hands and become the direct service providers in a quasi-

parallel system.

Community empovrerrnent also irnplies that ECC's could play roles in a nqnber

of areas such as educating and updating their own coflrmuníties about both

social service programs and service íssues and concerns. They courd

organize their communities around servíee issues through ethnic-specific
social service worker networks or multicultural servíce coalitions. ao

ECC's could also serve as resouïces ín the development of cross-cultural
skills in order to interpret not only the immigrant and mainstream

cultures, but also to interpret the interaction between the two.

3e Das Gupta, Lg86.

40 rbíd.
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ECC's are the best equipped to reach out to their communities sínce they

know where people are, who are they, what their needs are, and how they

can be most effectívely approached. ECC,s possess the cultural

sensitivity, the language and the knowledge of communíty dynamícs and

structures in order to increase service accessibilíty to their members.

They could foster and protect the support system that the community has

inforrnally developed in the absence of formal supports.

ECC's could very well , if acknowledged, be an indispensable partner in

the delivery of accessible and culturally appropriate services to

ímmigrant communities. The challenge ahead for ECC,s and the service

community is to recognize the potential and richness of the discussed

above functions. al

PROVIDING CROSS CULTURAL EDUCATION: Cross cultural educatíon is often

defined as a two sray process in which ethnic corununíties, ín their process

of empovrerment, and the service system, ín íts process of cultural

transformatí.on, interact. A revÍew of the current literature reveals that

there is stíl1 very little attention given to thís area. Arnong social

work professionals there is an increasing recognition of a need for more

knowledge and theory in order to develop culturally appropriate servíces.42

Social service practitioners have different approaches to the need for

a1 Candia , L986.

a2 Cato]e Christensen, "Toward a Framework for Social ïJork Educationin a Multicultural and Multiracial canadar', A paper prepared for the
Conference on settlement and Integration of Immígiants ltniitfrid LaurieUniversity, Iüaterloo 1988)
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cross-cultural knowledge reflecting quite different assumptíons. One view

is that I,'Iestern mono-cultural theoríes and helping techníques are

universal and could be applíed across cultures. Another is the opinion

that cross-cultural awareness and sensitivity are need.ed, but that the

mono-eultural helping approach is the bases for delivering services to

ethnic mínorities. A third víew rejects the assumption of cultural
superiority implicit in the first t$ro approaches and advocates treating
cross culturalism as a specialized area of work, requiring a d.ístinct
theory and ner^r approaches and intervention models.a3 rn view of the

assumptions underlying the first tqro approaches, cross-cultural education

needs to address attitudes ethnic/cultural superiority, racism and

discríminatory praetices. Above all, cross cultural education needs to

address the development of a multi-cultural professional cornpetency within
the practice of the human and social servíces.

Three of the cross-cultural educatíon approaches used by socÍal servíce

providers are:

rn-service cross-cultural Trainfng: These training sessions usually
target socíal service praetitíoners and front line workers. The content

varies from culture specific descriptive information to more elaborate

content, containing cross cultural íssues and analysis of service

implications. The in-service approach tends to focus on raising ar¡rareness

and cross -cultural sensitivity. cross-cultural skill development seems

to be limited within this approach due to the shortage of skilled

43 James l,I . Green, (prentice-HalI, Inc., Englewood Clíff , New york Lgt2)
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trainers, ti.me constraints and limÍted funding ( rnost of the programs are

"one shot" activities), as well as a lack of commitment by policy makers

and adminístrators. aa

Cross-Cultural Consultatíon: Human and social service providers are

increasingly seekíng cross-cultural consultatíon from ethnic minority

professionals, settlement workers and community leaders. Community needs

assessments ' program desígn and servíce development activities are

increasingly involving cross-cultural consultation. I,ilíthout question this

approach ís províding effective cross-cultural education for the people

involved in the process of consultation.

Jolnt Delivery of Services: Generic service agencies are being pushed to

deliver their services in conjunction with organízations that possess

cross-cultural capabilities by using cornmunity leaders, community resource

people and clients as resources. Services are more and more often jointly

delivered by staff of mainstream services and by an organizatíon with

cross cultural capabílities. This process assumes that both

practitioners are commítted to increasing their respectíve cross-cultural

a\^Tareness and skills in the course of servíce intervention. This is
víewed as an exploratory, experimental process by which both cross-

cultural and mainstream staff and the client explore and examine the

service needs in the context of client, s orr,ïr culture. The process

Change (YI4ICA, Toronto L?BT)

aa Barb Thomas,
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requires an equal relationshÍp between clíent and professionals. As well

it challenges the mono-cultural approach to service provision and seeks

a more relevant form of multicultural practice.4s

FREEING THE CATEGORIC II,TT,IIGR.A,NT SERVICES FROM THEIR ROLE OF PRII.ÍARY

sERvrcE PROvTDER: rf the psychological, social and cultural needs of

immigrants rrrere rnet by the maínstream generic system, the special

settlement needs of imrnigrants could more effectively be provided by the

immigrant categoríc service agencies. The generic system would be the

prÍmary service provider as opposed to the immígrant categoric system.

This would ín addition guarantee that the immígrant serving system could

fully develop complimentary functions. Carnpfens discusses the importance

of these complímentary functions as ones enabling:

recovering the lost sense of community in a
technologically transforming, individualizing and competitíve
society; which lends special signíficance to ethníc network
building, group support and community organizatíons.
providing mutual aid and support that complements or
supplements the more professionalized services offered to
indÍviduals by formal servíce instítution - mediating ethnic
comrnunity and volunteer partícipation that will humaníze the
welfare state and bríng about instead a " welfare society" ín
which state agencies and voluntary associations (with th.ir
constituency or client-servíng NGos) work in partnership.a6

In carrying out these functions the immigrant categoric service system,

faces several challenges. Cairncross outlines challenges such as

as Candia , L986.

a6 Campfens, 1988
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professionalÍ-zation of settlement workers, cross-cultural training,

professional recognition, service coordination, adequate fundíng and

standardization of settlement service delivery. 47

3.3 }TODELS AND ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES OF SERVICE PROVISTON TO ETHNTC

}TTNORÏTTES

This section summarLzes three dístinct approaches and concepts of service

delivery models co meet immígrant servíce needs. The discussion of these

approaches and models is mainly based on my experíence ín this field and

centres on concepts of the models and theír goals rather than on how they

are presently being írnplernented.

The fÍrst is the parallel irnmigrant service model. In general this model

attempts to provide services to ethníc minorities by developing a

structure that is parallel to the existíng maínstream serviee system. It
proposes to deal with categoric as well as generic service needs along

side the current service system. An examination of current service

provisíon to immígrants índicates that thís model is the most common frame

of reference for policy makers, social service practitioners, as well as

for imrnigrant service agency staff.as

a7 Larissa Caírncross, Report on Imrnigrant Settlement trIorker Training
(ontario MÍnístry of citizenship and culture, onrario 1,986) p.2B

48 Association of Western Canada Immigrant Serving Agencíes, 'lfestern
Irnmigrant Serving Agencíes Information Manual L987".
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A second approach, the rnulti-cultural generic service approach, also

attempts to deal with immigrant needs outside the existing mainstream

system. This approach has three dístinct service features:

(i) services are delivered to multi-ethnic populations as opposed

to an ethnic-specific community

(íi) services are organized to deal wÍth one specific problem or

service area and delivered to rnulti-ethnic populations

service; for example, multicultural mental healch services,

multicultural farnily services or multicultural seniors

services;

(Ííí) services are developed, delivered and admínistered mainly by

members of the immigrant community who are professíonals of

this field so as to guarantee multicultural practice.

The multicultural generic service model inherits some of the same

strengths and limitations of the parallel service approach. But as

services are not divíded along a nultiplicity of ethnic línes, ethnic

specific ghettoization is reduced. Thís approach has the potential to

spread resources more equally across ethnic groups regardless of the level
of organizaxion and establishment. This mod.el also has the po¡ential for
increasing intergroup relations and for being more responsÍve to neql

immigrant groups. Nevertheless, this mod.el may separate the multicultural

communitÍes from the mainstream society.

The nulticulturalizaxion of the

model, attempts to deal wÍth the

generíc mainsLream servi.ces, the third

ímmigrant service needs from withín the
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system by transforming mainstream services so that they can deal

effectively with irnmígrant needs. This transformation must involve

changes in staffing, training, oxganizaxional structure and service

practice. ae The objective of thís service approach is to develop a multi-

cultural practice within the existing generic system in order to offer

more accessible and culturally appropriate services to irnmigrant

populations.

3.4 THE BRIDGING ORGANIZATION: A }îULTI-SERVTCE MULTI-LINGUAL üULTI-

CULTURAL SERVTCE DELIVERY MODEL

The discussÍon of the bridging model presented here is based on the

conceptual framework and the workíng model of the Immígrant Access Servíce

(r.A.s.)t0 This model represents as well, knowredge and expertise

developed by the staff5l of the ftnmigrant Access Service durÍng the last

five years. The discussion deals with the philosophy and concepts of thís

service delívery model rather than íts daily operation

The brídging otganí-zaxion's ultÍmate goals are to participate in

development and implementation of a multi-cultural practice within

ae Thomas ,L987

so Candia, L986

s1 Antonio Alfaro, Lan Duc Bui, Thidara chen, Manjeet Kent and Bogdan
Szadortrski the Cross-Cultural Human Service Consultants, Margot Morrish the
Coordinator of the CommuniLy Volunteer Outreach and Cora parani the
Service Secretary are the staff of I.A.S. r.¡ho have participated in the
development and implementation of the servíce.

the

the
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existing mainstream services. The bridging service model is characxerized

by three major objecLives. Firstly, it attempts to increase service

accessibility for inmigrant communities. Services are organized and

managed in such a way that the link between ímmigranLs and mainstream

programs is guaranteed, thereby íncreasing equality of access to services.

Secondly, the model attempts to increase cultural appropriateness of

service provision. Assístance is organized such that the social services

are culturally relevant to imrnigrants. Thirdly it attempts to increase

the capabilíty of mainstream generic services to ímplement multicultural

practice rÀtithin their own organizational structure. The model proposes

that this objective can be met by bridging the existíng gap between the

inmigrant populatíon and the social service system.

The bridging service delivery model is based on a collaborative philosophy

which assumes an equal partnership with the ethno-cultural comrnunities

(ECc's) and mainstream services by: offering direct services and support

to the ECC's to become socíal service user-oriented; encouraging the

community empolrerment process which enables ethnic comrnunÍty members to

participate in the social service system, not only as clients, but also

as resources to the generic mainstream service ín the process of
multiculturalizatíon; offering services and support to the generic

mainstream services in order to provide accessibre and culturally rerevant

services to imrnigrants.

The bridging organization is thus characterized as a rnulti-service, multi-
cultural, multi-lingual service delivery nodel. By providing access to
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existing services the bridging organizaxLon becomes involved in a wíde

range of human and social services across population groups, i.e., rüomen,

youth, the elderly, and across problem areas such as health, family and

individual counselling, finances and recreation.

To bridge the existing gap between irnmigrants and the serviee community

the bridging organízaxion requires a range of línguistic and cultural

capabilities. It relies for cross-cultural and linguistic expertise on

trained cross-cultural r'Iorkers who are usually members of the imrnígrant

community and therefore have experíence in immigratÍon and ín living in

two or more cultures. They have a holistic approach to service provision

within the context of a multi-service delivery model, enablíng them to

deal with the multiple service needs of individuals and. families.

The organization of service relies rnainly on the case management concepc

in order to coordínate and integrate the provision of multiple services

for clients. Services are offered through two main thrusts, client work

and communíty work. I,Jorkers with the appropríate cultural and linguistic

capabílÍtíes are natched rvith clients to offer direct services. The

bridging otganizaxion partÍcipates both dírectly and in conjunction with

the relevant mainstream services in the delivery of generic services to

individuals and imrnigrant families. Community work is done withín the

context of a comrnunity dewelopment framervork. ThÍs involves the imrnigrant

community in the process of empowerment, and the service community in the

process of "multiculturalízatiort', .
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The chart below outlines the roles of the bridging agency in relatíon

the mainstream system and ethno-cultural communities.

T.IITH T.ÍATNSTREA}Í SERVICES

CROSS - CULTURAL SENSITIZATION

DEMONSTRATION SERVICES

BRIDGING FUNCTIONS

JOINT DELIVERY OF GENERIC SERVICES

JOINT PROGRAMMING

The bridging functions are designed o serve both as a catalyst in

"multiculturalízingt' process of the generic services and as an instrument

in the ethnic community empovrerment pïocess. The uniqueness of this

service model líes in this dual role and in the functions carried out with

each party. To better understand the scope of the model, the functions

of the bridging agency are elaborated below.

IIITH I}ÍMIGRANT COI'TMUNITIES

CROSS - CULTURAL SENSITIZATION

COMMI]NÏTY DEVELOPMENT:

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION
COMMIJNTTY OUTREACH
COMMIJNITY EDUCAT]ON
LOBBYING AND ADVOCACY
INFORMAL HELPING NETI{ORK
EQUAL PARTNERSHIP
CROSS - CULTURAL CONSULTATION

to

one of the functions of the bridging agency is cross-cultural

sensitization of the social service system through cross-cultural in-

service training sessions, joint service delivery and cross cultural

consultation. The objectives of cultural sensitization are to raise

a\.{areness about the social service needs of immigrants; to provide

education on immigrant issues and concerns regarding service accessibility
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and aPpropriateness; to provide education on multicultural practiee

issues; to define nel^r roles and functions in províding services to

ímmigrants, e.g. the brídging functions and to desígn ner^r appïoaches and

models for service delivery.

Cross-cultural sensitization within the ECC's addresses the lack of

understanding among immígrants regardíng their rÍghts to social services

and the lack of information about the social service system. The ain is

to increase the participation of imnigrants in the system. Cross-cultural

education and community activitíes aím to educate ECC,s on the Canadian

social service system and approaches to rhelping,, and on social service

and multicultural issues. Cross-cultural educatíon also facilitates

acceptance among ECC's ín receiving servÍ.ces and encourages ECC,s to

become involved in socíal service matters.

The cross cultural sensitization function offers opportunities to create

links and productive working relatíonships between the írnmigrant and

service communities by using and sharing their knowledge and expertise,

their human resources and community facilíties. The linking functions are

based on the concept of offering services in a collaborative manner, using

appropriate resources, skills and knowledge from different sources. The

bridgíng organizatíon therefore may locate, link and coordinate the

necessary resources, skills and knowledge in order to offer effective

services to immigrants.
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The major línking sources identifíed in this service model are ethno

culLural communities, the bridging organization and the social service

agencies, whose functions are different but complimentary to each other.

The línkage functions could operate at two interrelated. levels.

(i) the level of practice where direct services to immigrant

clients are delívered jointly.

(iÍ) at the policy rnakÍng level where generic programs and services

for ímrnigrants are programmed and developed jointly;

The bridging organizaxion involves itself in the provisíon of existíng

generic services in order to guarantee Èhat services are both accessíble

and culturally appropriate. Professionals of the bridging organization

who possess cross-cultural expertise and professionals of the generic

system who possess speciaLj-zed skílls combine their expertise in order to
jointly offer services to immigrants.

The involvement of the bridging organizaxíon in the provisíon of generic

services is also at the program and service development levels. The

policy makers or service adminístrators of the generíc and the brídging

organízaxion joíntly decide to examine policy, to create nevr programs,

adapt existing services, design and implement innovative alternatives and

approaches to accommodate immigrant service needs within the generic

system. It is within the context of joint delivery and joint programming

that multi-cultural service practice can be developed and fostered,

particularly by exploring nerr techniques and models and nevr helping

theories that differ from the present mono-cultural service approach.
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Consequently new multicultural service policies and practices cari emerge

or be confirmed.

As multi-cultural practice is just unfolding, it is necessary for new

techniques and new service delivery models to be tested and demonstrated.

This is important not only to insure on-going funding, but more

importantly for testing the impact and level of effectiveness in meeting

serviee needs.

The level of participation of ECC's in the social service decision making

process and their impact on the provision of servÍces are subject to the

degree of community organizaxion and developrnent around social service

matters.

The bridging organízation supports community development by encouraging

and participating with ECC,s in inítiatives such as the:

- formation of networks, coalitions and associations, í. e. , ethnic

specífíc and/or multícultural human and social service workers

networks;

- formation of social service committees within established ethno-

cultural organízaxí.ons. e.g. the social service commíttee of the

Chilean Association of l,r7ínnipeg

- formation of communíty outreach teams within ethno-cultural

organizaXions and/or attached to mainstream agencíes;

- formation of cross-cultural consultant teams wíthin ethno-cultural

organizaxíons and/or attaehed to social service agencies;



- formation of teams

interests on social

The intentÍon of the community development role of the bridging

organization is therefore to support ECCs in organizing community

resources around social service íssues. The bridging organízaxíon v¡í11

utilÍze the structure of existing otgani-zaxíons, such as ethnic connunity

assocíations, community clubs and women,s otganizaxions. rt also wíl1

ínclude professionals and community people who, while employed wÍthin the

service communíty, are perhaps disconneeted from their oviïr community.

This community development approach is geared to enhance the outreach

capabilitíes of ECCs, to Íncrease lobbying and advocacy abilíties and to

protecü natural helping community networks.
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of spokespersons who can represent community

service boards, task forces, etc.

This chapter has outlined the barriers, challenges and model related to
the multiculturalízaxion of mainstream social services. The next chapter

wÍll díscuss the methodology used in this study.



4.L INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the methodological and theoretícal orienËation of

the study, as well as describing the methods and processes used. The

desígn of the study consists of two separate but interrelated phases.
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CHAPTER IV

}IETHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH DESIGN

Involvement
prior to study

The startíng point is my involvement hTith the immigrant service field

prior to the study. My work required both reflection on and analysis of

the process of delivering services to the ímmigrant community. The

culmination of this period was the desígn of a service model,"the brídgíng

model", which is discussed in depth ín Chapter III. In order to obtain

feedback from people working ín the ímmigrant service field the concept

of the bridging model r^7as presented in a group interview in l,Iaterloo,

Ontario s2 in 1988. All the particípants in this group interview were

PHASE ONE

Design of a
Service Model

PHASE TTTO

Group
ïnterview

52 The group interview was held at the conference "The Settlement
and Integration of Ner.¡ Immigrants to Canada" at the Faculty of Social
Ilork,I,üilfrid Laurier Univers ity , I^Iaterloo , Ontario .

Discussion
Paper

Indivídual
Interviews
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members ín the immígrant service field. The discussion at Llaterloo

confirmed the need for conceptualizing and mapping out the interrelation
between the barriers, challenges and ne\Ár strategies needed to Ímprove

services to immigrant populatíons.

A discussion paper was developed based on issues of concern of the

partícipants and their reactíon to the "bridgíng model". Thís discussion

paper \^Ias then circulated among the participants Ín Lhree designated

provinces, British Coltunbía, Alberta and Saskatcher.r¡an before I conducted

individual intervietvs.

4.2 T.TETHODOLOGTCAL ORTENTATION

The organLzaEion of social servíce delivery systems for irnmigrants is
still a relatively new and evolving area of work and has been the subject
of very little study As díscussed in preceding chapters, it ís onry in
the last decade that the social service community has been challenged by

the philosophy of cultural equality and equal rights to service.s3

some social servÍce províders and academics are responding to this
challenge by exarnining the socÍal service system and by raisÍng avrareness

of Ëhe lack of appropriateness of services for immigrants withín the

Present system. Barb Thomas, for example, advocates for organizaxionaL

changes in the current system to acconnodate the human and social needs

s3 Government of Canada, "Charter of Rights and Freedom ', (Ministerof Supply and Services, Canada: L9g2)
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of irnmígrants.s4 This process is complicated by the fact that the sysrem

has to deal with a changing immigrant population which is diverse in

language, culture and racial background

In the last few years there has been a trend in the social service system

toward critícal analysis, reflection and innovation in order to include

cultural equality princíples in social service delivery. The aim of thís

study ís to capture some of this dynarníc period of organiza:-Í.onaL change

and evolution. The objective is to enhance our understanding of the

attempt by social service system to provide equality of access for

immigrants, by exploring thís process from the perspective of immigrant

service deliverers. The study seeks to understand phílosophíes, values and

perceptions of the service deliverers relatíve to service delivery

patterns, how service deliverers experience this process, and how theír

understanding shapes the system. Gíven these objectives, I have chosen a

qualitative methodology for the study.

Although there is a growing interest in studying ímmígrant issues the

emphasis has been on quantitative studies which have examined the

availability of services to immigrants or have measured the varÍ-ous

adaptatíon stages and. characterístics of ethnic groups in Canadían

society. The tradítional quantitative approach to research about

immigrant issues províde less flexibility to develop a contextual

understanding of systems that are in an evolving process. Being outcome

54 Thomas , Lg87



oriented, quantitatíve

tools to understand the

deal with a population

compos ition.
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methodology does not provide the most

The objective of this study was not to test hypotheses or seek causes of

a social phenomenon, as rvould be the case if iË operated in a positívistic

perspective.55 Rather, the study operates within a phenomenological

perspective in order to develop an understanding of a process of change.

This approach alloI^rs me to use as referenee points what the participants

know, see and understand, as well as allowing me to capture how they

define their world and how they experience the struggle to perform their

roles.

process which systems are undergoing

that is both diverse and always

The following is a discussion of ímportant features of the methodologícal

orientation of this study including the difference between the t.r^ro

quantitatíve and qualítative methodologies, the role of self as research

instrument and the use of the díscussion paper

appropriate

in order to

changing in

4.2.L THE oUANTITATTVE/OUALTTATTVE DTFFERENCE

The positivistic and phenomenologieal perspecti.ves are the bases of Lwo

major theoretical and methodological schools of thought that have

dominated social scíences, the quantitative and the qualitative. These

5s Robert Bogdan and Steven J. Taylor, Introduction to eualitative
Research Methods (New York: John l,[iley & Sons , L975)
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schools and methodologies represent distinct paradigms. The quantitative

methodology derives from a positivistic and natural world view and the

qualitative rnethodology derives from a phenomenological perspective.

Patton described the former as hypothecical, particularistic, outcome

oriented, objective and deductive in orientation, and the latter as

holistic' process-oriented, subjective and inductive in orientation. s6

The approaches and aims of the two paradigms are different and therefore

demand dífferent methodologies. The quantitatíve paradigm aims at

predíction of social phenomenon and uses methods such as inventories,

surveys, questionnaires and demographic analysis. The qualítatÍve paradígm

aíms at understanding social phenomenon using methods such as participant

observation, personal intervíews and documents. The fírst produces

quantitative data whích can be measured, analyzed and manípulated

statistically. The second produces descriptive data which can be

interpreted.

operating v¡ithin a phenomenologícal perspective, a qualitative approach

seeks to understand behaviour from the actor's own frame of reference and

to understand the meaning that is constructed around events in the

indivídual's daily life. rn seeking thís kínd of understandíng the

researcher is required to get as close as possible to the da¡a in order

to allow the development of:

s6 Michael
Hil1s, London:

Quinn Patton, Qualitative Evaluation Merhorls
Sage Publications, 1980)

(Beverly
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analytical, conceptual and categorical
components of explanation from the data itself-
rather than from the preconceived structured and
highly quantified techniques thar pÍgeon hole uhe
empirical social world into the operational
definitions that the researcher has constructed.sT

Examiníng the distinct ways each paradígm treats iËs analytic categories,

Glasser and Strauss argue that:

The quantítative goal ís to isolate and define
categories as precisely as possible before the
study is undertaken, and then to determine, again
with precision, the relationship between them.
The qualitative goal, on the other hand, ís often
to isolate and define categories during the
process of research. The qualitative investigator
expects the nature and defínition of analytic
eategories to change ín the course of a project.sB

Ïn this context, McCraken points out that for one field. well defined

categories are the means while for another they are the object of
research.59

The differences

been the subject

s7 l^Iilliam J. FÍlstead, Qualitatíve Methodolog]¡ (Chicago: Markham,
L97O).

Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss, "The discovery of substantíve
theory: a basic strategy underlying qualitative rlsearch,,, Amer.Behavioral ScÍentist,8,'J.965

between qualitative

of much debate among

S]¡mbolism of Consumer Goods and Activitíes
Univ. Press , 1988)

5e Grant McCracken.

and quantitative methodologíes have

social scientists, with two distinct

(Bloomíngton: Indiana
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schools forrning, each arguÍng for the adoption of one method in preference

to the other. A third school, represented by authors such as Denzin,

Patton'and Fíelding, argues in favour of selecting whichever methodology

is most suitable to the particular research problem. In some research

situations chey argue for the utilization of a combination of aspects of
both:

The issue of selecting methods is no longer one
of the dominant paradigrn versus the alteinatíve
paradigm, of experimental designs with
quantitatíve measurement versus holistic_
ínductíve desígns based on qualitatíve
measufemenf.
The debate and competition between paradigms - a
paradigm of choíces. The paradigm of choices
recognízes that different methods are appropriate
for different situations.60

rn light of this approach, the aim of this study and the nature of the

research problen argue for using a qualítative methodology. The study is
premised on an exploratory, interpretative, and open-ended approach in
order to gain understandíng of the service delivery system to immÍgrants.

Furthermore, with this approach the study attempts to gain ínsights into
how the service system relates to immigrants in terms of their ríghts to
equality and access to service and their abílity to partícipate in
defining servíces.

60 Patton, lgBO
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4.2.2 SELF AS A RESEARCH TNSTRTIMENT

Cassels points out that in qualitative research the investigator serves

as a kind of instrument in the collection and analysis of data.61 Miles

argues that this metaphor í.s a useful one because ít ernphasizes that the

investigator can not fulfill qualitative research objectives without using

a broad range of his or her own experience, imagination, and intellect in

\^rays that are various and unpredictable.62 rn fact thís is a uníque

characteristic of the phenomenological tradition which defines the

positíon of the researcher as intertwined with the phenomenon, the

objective characteristics of which are not independent of the observer,s

perspectives and methods, QualitatÍve researchers must identify and

empathize with their subjects, so that they are able to interpret the

world in the same l^lay as the subjects do. They become particípants or

even insiders in the world that they study. This is counterposed to the

positivistÍc stance which defines the position of the observer as outside

and independent of the observed phenomenon.63 Explícit and standard1zed

procedures are employed by the quantitative researcher Ín order to control

the effects of the observer on the social phenomenon under study.

61 J. Cassel, "The relationship of observer to observed in peer group
research", Human Organízation 36,4,L977

problern of analysÍs" Admínistrative
62 Matthew Miles, "eualitatíve

63 Patricía Carini, Observation and Descríption: An AlternatÍve
M"thodology for th. Ittt.ttíg"tiort of H,r*"r Ph.no*.rr" (North Dakota studyon ewaluation monograph. Grand Forks: University of North Dakota press)

data as an attractive nuisance: the
Science Q.24 (December 1,9j9)
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My background as a recent ímmigrant working in the immigrant service

system places me in a unique situation in a research study which seeks

to enhance understandíng of servÍce delivery systems for irnmigrants. I

believe that rny professional and personal experience present a base for

utilizÍng rnyself as an instrument of the research, particularly studying

a eommuníty that I am part of both as an immigrant and as a servíce

deliverer. My status as an imrnigrant working ín this field. has offered

me the opportunity, on the one hand, to enhance my understanding of rny

o!ürr process of adaptatíon, as well as the experience of others in my

community. On the other hand, my status has offered me the opportuníty

to strive for an understanding of how individuals of different cultural

and ethnic backgrounds experience and ínterpret theír adaptatÍon to lífe

in Canada.

As a service and Program developer, trainer and service administrator I
have partieipated ín, and ínvolved others in, a collective search for both

an understanding of the sítuation of imrnigrants and their relationship to

the socÍal servi-ce system, and for alternatÍve and improved service

interventions. This experience, as both imrnígrant and service províder,

allowed me to develop an ability that Bogdan and Taylor describe as

essential for doing qualitative research:

...understanding others, all others, for what
they are and for how they see the rvorld... she or
he must be able to stand back from subject,s
perspectives. They are vierved as neither true or
false, good nor bad. The researcher seeks not
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truth and morality but rather understanding.6a

An insider is more likely to be sensitive to the nuances and intricacies

observed, as well as being more able to make sense of respondents, ideas

by matching them to simílar experiences. This allows for increased

interaction between participant and researcher. I found that thÍs r,iras my

experience interviewing irnrnigrant service provÍders. Some sËated that it
was easier to offer theír views to an informed ear, to someone who knew

what they were talking about because of simílar experiences. This is
what Mccraken discusses as the rtself as instrumerrt process,', which:

works most easily when ít is used sírnply to
search out a match in oners experíence foi id"""
and actions that a respondent has descríbed in
the íntervie¡v. 65

Arthough this form of research makes apparently sinple use of the

researcher's experience, imagination and cognitive abilíties, it involves

a relatively complex pïocess as emphasízed by McCraken:

There is no crude transfer from the
Ínvestigator,s experíence to that of respondent.
On the concrary, the investigator,s experience is
merely a bundle of possibilities, pointers, and
suggestions that can be used to plumb the remarks
of the respondent.66

o4 Bogdan and Taylor,Igj5

Grant McCracken, 1988

rbid.66
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studying one's own community has advantages and disadvantages. The

researcher who is an insíder is likely to confront less suspicion and

enjoy more openess and receptÍveness than the researcher who comes from

outside the community. Hol'irever, beíng an inside researcher presents

specifíc dangers to the research sLudy such as overinvolvement wíth the

research and overrapport with the research subjeets. Holdíng prior

membership may lead to overinvolvement to the extent that the researcher

might risk ínfluencing the phenomenon he/she is seeking to study.67 As

well, it might lead to overfamiliarity which could prewent the researcher

from seeing important analytícal features. Furthermore, "overrapport"

v¡ith the participants may occur biasing the researcher and resulting ín

the acceptance of the subjects' views as his/heï owrt.

Although some sociologists consider these valid concerns they argue that

techniques can be used to avoid such pitfalls. Mainly, reseaïchers can

desensitize themselves to avoid taking the scene and the particípants for

granted, but also they must retaín their analytícal perspective and self

reflection abilities.

I uook three steps to minimize the impact of overinvolvement and/or

overrapport: First r excluded Manitoba from the study because my

actívities hawe been centred Ín this province. seeond, using the

"discussion paper" which is not only explicit about the nature of the

67 Patricia A.Adler and Peter Adler, Mernbership Roles in Field
Research (Qualítative research methods series, No.6, London, Errgl"rrd: s"g.Publications, L987)
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study but also about my role and my views about the subject under study.

Fínally, I relied on my abílíty, gaíned through many years of working

experience, to detach rnyself using analysis and reflection.

My involvement with the field prior to the study is characterized by

activities that required analysis and reflectíon, particularly in

functions related to designing and developíng new and alternative training

and service programs. These functions and the analytical and reflective

abilities requíred, have lead to the conceptualization of a theoretical

framework and a service model, which rüas summatízed in a discussion paper.

The discussion paper is a product of my involvement with the field prior

to the formalized study. It represents the theoretical reflections and

critícal analyses of the sítuation of irnmigrants and theír relatíonship

wíth social services which have been debated and shared with many members

of the ímmigrant serviee community.

I+.2.3 DISCUSSION PAPER AS PART OE. OUALITATIVE RESEARCII

A discussion paper viras prepared following a group interview which was held

as an exploratory phase to the study. It rtras circulated a month before

I conducted open-ended interviews. The paper reflects the discussion held

in the group interview and contains a framework for discussíng the

interrelation between service íssues, challenges and strategíes to improve

social services for immigrants. The círculatÍon of a discussion paper

prior to the Ínterviews may seem contradictory to the unstructured, non-

directíve nature of the qualitative methodology. However, this paper \^ras

to serve as a summary of issues and views díscussed ax the group
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ínterview, as well as an announcement of the nature and íntent of the

study. In a sense this paper vras an introduction to those participants

of rny identity as an immigrant and a socíal service deliverer, as well as

a presentation of rny theoretical orientation and conceptual framervork.

The intent \^las to provide a conmon ground to the research problern for al1

participants. Sínce I was aware that this approach could hinder the

flexÍbility of a naturalístic inquíry, the intervíews rrere desígned to

reduce this potential problern. The díscussion paper r^ras grounded on the

premise that perspectíves and understandíngs díffer from one person to

another, so that although people can experience the same event, every

person sees things dífferently, interprets things dífferently and focuses

his/her attention on different things.68 Thus while partícipants would be

exposed to the researcher's discussion paper, they would react differently

from each other and from the researcher.

4.3 DATA COLLECTTON

Two methods were used in collecting data, a group interview and individual

open-ended interviews. Both methods were considered appropriate and

consistent with the objective of using what the participants know, see and

understand as the main reference points.

68 Bogdan and Taylor, Lg75
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The group intervíew was held at I'The Settlement and Integration of New

rmmigrants to canada conference", in l,,Iaterloo, in February r9gg. The

group interview was designed to obtain feedback on the brídging servíce

model from people ruorking in the ímmigrant servíce field. In general it

vlas to serve as a medíum to explore the possible scope of the study and

the focus of the research questíons. Fifteen conference participants

working in the immigrant services fÍeld, from across Canada, attended this

group session. Partícipants in Èhis sessíon were self selected following

ny announcement of the study. At the conference r also had the

opportunity to contact and ínvite twenty other people to participate in
the indÍvidual interviews

Two months after the group interview, a total of fourteen open-ended

indivídual intervievrs vrere conducted in Vancouver, CaLgary, Edmonton and

Regina by the researcher. A set of research questions and an ínterview

guide6e was developed to provide parameters for data collection. The

interview guide was used with flexibílity and openness. Revisíons r.trere

made as nevr issues were raised by participants. All interviews \¡rere

approxímately two hours long and were held at the participants, work

places. After assurí.ng anonymity and confidentiality, intervíews \^rere

taped with perrnission of participants.T0 rn addition, notes were taken

during the intervieq¡s and a routí.ne symbolization was used to distinguish
the nature of the informatíon. Notetaking was íntend.ed to provide

See

See70

interview guide

consent letter

in appendÍx No.l_

in Appendix No 2
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descriptive information regarding what happened during the interviews,

including my own feelings, reactions, insighxs and/or ínterpretive remarks

about the experience.

The group interview held in I^Iaterloo in April l-988, the líterature review,

experience in the field, along with the puïpose of the study, provide

context and focus of the research questions explored:

Is there a close relationship between the way the service system ís

presently oxganized and the lack of appropriate and accessible

serví.ces for immigrants?

my

the

rs there a need for developing culturally appropriate and accessible

services vrithin exísting mainstream services?

rf so, is the development of a service bridging function feasible

within the present state of the service delívery system?

Although these \¡rere seen as relevant research issues, the intent was also

to explore and díscover deliverers' own issues and perspectives. These

questions were available as begínning points or probes where necessary.

In general, a snovr ball sarnpling technique was used to find the research

participants. Indivíduals with whom I had contact prior to the study were

asked either to participate ot to provÍde additional names. Three

Canadian provinces, British Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan, ürere

selected as research targets. The geographic proximiuy made it feasible
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to have personal contact with participants. Since Manitoba has been the

centre of my activities ín thís field, ít was excluded. from the study ín

order to minímize the impact of overinvolvement and/or overrapport.

The fact that the research study was first announced at the llaterloo

conference 17as crucial for recruiüing participants, not only for the group

interview but as well for individual interviews. Particípants vrere drar,tm

from a pool of forty volunteers who met the critería. A total of fourteen

people were invíted to participate and interviews rrere scheduled during

a fifteen day period in April, l-988. The critería used to select

particípants were that there be included immigrants and non-immigrants

from selected provinces working in immígrant serving agencies at polÍcy,

adminístratíve and fronË line levels, who were committed to participate

in a study of thÍs nature. Provision was made for additions, withdrawals

and replacement of participants while in the field. rn general

partícipants \^lere positively involved ín the study. They appreciated that
the data collection phase depended to a great extent on my fifteen day

trip across the three provinces. They \^rere therefore punctually available

if at all possíble. In two cases participant replacements were found for
íntervie¡r¡s - In one instance an additional participanË was identified by

a study particípant and subsequently incorporated.

The final sample included representation from each province, including

immigrants and non-immigrants, front line workers, administrators and

policy makers, âs well as representation from government and non-

governmenL or ganizations .
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PARTICIPANTS OF THREE CANADIAN PROVINCES

PARTICIPANTS

ïmmigrants

SASKATCHEI{AN

Non- Immigrants

Line workers

Adninistrators

L Eo 2 years*

2

3 to 5 years*

1

CALGARY

ALBERTA

6 to l-0 years*

1

* Years of experience in this field.

3

1

3

EDT.IONTON

1-

4.6 DATA ANALYSTS

0

1

6

2

BRITISH
COLU}.ÍBIA

1

In the study, different methods rrere used to facilítate interrelatíng the

data gathering and data analysis process. Extensive field notes,

including my o$,Tl reflective remarks, \¡/ere wrítËen up after each interview

followed by a one page su¡nmary.7L This contact summary sheet attempted to

capture the essence of the data in each contact as follows:

- Main issues or themes discussed in Ëhe interview

1-

0

2

1

3

3

0

TOTAL

2

3

2

1

1-

L4

0

3

10

3

2

0

4

7t Matthew B. Miles and A. Michael Huberman,
Analysis: A sourcebook of Ner^r Methods. (sage pubrications
1984)

L

6

2

8

3

5

6

Qualitatíve Data
Ltd., California
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Sunnary of inforrnation obtained and not obtained

New and different issues and themes

- trrlhat else? - Concerns?

The interview guíde \Â/as rnodified as ner¡r íssues or themes emerged from the

Ínterviews. At the end of the interview process tr^renty tapes containing

the data of fourteen interviews rrere transcribed. I identified six

salient themes which I classified as broad categories. Under these six

categories I placed thirty two related issues.72 The data was coded under

these categories and then transferred to index cards in order to

facilitate analysis and data retrieval.73 Arranging data in this ïray

allowed me to find patterns and determine the salíency of themes which

emerged. Theme discovery occurred maínly through the frequency of

references to a theme by partícípant or, ín marry cases by how often or how

many participants were using that theme as point of reference or general

framework to discuss related topics. The six salient themes were discussed

by the majorÍty of the participants and most related íssues reflect more

than one partícipant's opiníons, unless noted ín the presentation in the

next chapter. These major themes are:

Instítutional change íssues

Settlement services, everything for everybody

rncreasing access to mainstream services, a process of change

Service issues and testing nel,r service approaches

72 See data coding system in Appendix No 3

73 Miles and Huberman, Lg84
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The conplexiLy of ethno-cultural conmunity life
Immigrant service delíverer's reflections

4.7 LIMTTATIONS OF THE STUDY

I originally íntended to extend the study to other provinces in addition

to Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Coltunbia. This would have provided

a more global perspective of the social services delivery system for

ímmigrants in canada, as well as providing the basis for rnaking

comparisons in service approaches in different regions of the country.

However, it was not possible to do this for fínancial reasons.

At the conference in I"Iaterloo I collected information from participants

from both Eastern and l{estern Canada. Horrrever, no geographic criteria

was used in selectíng participants. Individual ínterviews r^rere carrÍed

out in the l,rlestern provínces (excluding Manitoba) only. Therefore, the

data did not allow for making comparisons between social service delivery

systems ín l,,Iestern and Eastern Canada. This limited the scope of the data

base of the study, in particular, ín terms of excluding me from

experiences ín the Eastern provÍnces which on the whole have greaËer

dissimilarities than are found wíthín the trüestern provinces.

Distance lüas a limiting factor, especially in anaLyzj"ng the data and

encountering ambiguous or unclear materíal. Seeking clarification by

phone in some cases Íras lirniting due to the fact that ít uras more

difficult to establish rapport than were it an in-person intervíew.
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Geographic dístance and the financial demands required to establish

personal contacts with the participants of the study directly d.etermined.

the amount of time allocated for each contact. A trip of only fifteen

days in order to conduct fourteen ínterviews ín four different cities was

extremely intense. Although valuable, ít did pïevent greater involvernent

wíth the setting and greater Ínteraction between partícipants and the

researcher.

Despite these limitations, the study has provided ne\^r and valuable

information and insight into barriers, challenges and alternatíve service

models dealing with imrnigrant service accessibility and culturally

appropriate service issues. This new information is partícularly valuable

sínce the literature offers lirnited background Ínformation in discussing

servíce needs of immigrants and it is especially limited in discussÍng

alternative service delivery models from an organizaluional point of view.



SOCIAL SERVICES AND ITS REI,ATIONSHIP !.IITH IMMIGRJ,NT COT'Í}ÍUNITIES

Thís chapter is organízed into three sections:

and discussion and analysis of the findings of

5.1 PRESENTATION OF THE FINDINGS

75

CHAPTER V

The findings are presented through six salíent and interrelated themes.

Under each theme several issues are raised in an attempt to describe

participants' experiences and opinions about immigrant servíces. The

ordering of the data presentation reflects the emphasis participants

themselves placed on the themes and the related íssues. In this section

I have tried to let the participants speak for themselves with a minimurn

of interference on my part.

the

the

5. 1.. 1 INSTITUTTONAL CHANGE ISSUES

presentatíon, sunmary

study.

Ït is increasingly acknowledged by some sectors in the social services

that immigrants have been neglected for a long tíme by the social service

system. Most of the participants of the study proposed rectifying this

situation through institutional changes including changes in attitudes,

otganizaxional structures and modes of service intervention. They

envisioned multidímensional changes within servíce systems in order for

Lhem to become accessible and appropríate to immigrant service needs.
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Four issues related to this theme are discussed belorrr.

Existing maínstream services are not yet responding to the servíce needs

of a multicultural population mainly because of the inadequacies of the

system. This issue \^ras best summarízed by these Èwo participants,

comnerrts:

ï understand that the existing socÍal servíce
system is there to serve a communíty rnuch larger
than ours alone. Buu I think services shoul¿
leave room and adjust to serve other groups such
as us, in terms of health, social services and in
terms of the educatÍonal development of our
communities, and recognition of our degrees. It
is a shame Èhat people wíth five years of
uníversity are doing janitorial work (intervíew
No. 13).

Mainstream servíces need to deal with the general
public, and the general public is multicultural.
Aside from culture and ethnicity, social services
should be able to deal r.trith social classes, with
other minorities such as the handicapped, the
natives, the youth, the prostitutes. It is the
sane problem that we have with irnrnígrants. you
have to have that kind of sensitivity. So Íf they
donrt accommodate the needs of the multicultural
population they are not doíng their jobs. And
they are not doing their jobs wíth other groups
either (Interview No. 11).

ItTide ranging changes: several participants argued for wide ranging

changes within the current service delivery system for ímrnigrants:

There is a need for insËítutÍonal change. This
requires a concerted effort. people should know
rtrhat they are doíng. It has to be a broad
effort. , . But l\re need much clearer goals,
advocacy through groups that advocate for that.
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More socÍal action is needed... Folk and dance
will not help that. Integration should be
looking from all perspectives: education,
universíties, trainÍng of social service
professionals. The social service agencies are
not reflecting the realiËy of the community. trüe

should keep talking about that, collecting
ínformation. ile should not talk about isolated
changes... we have to see the whole picture and
give a comprehensive focus to our work. I used
to be so happy when I got E.S.L. cor¡rses from
Manpower for these women. But now I think ít,s
not enough any more. Thís should be a concern of
everybody in the community (Interview No. 1).

Lack of general strateey:

seem to be happening without any dÍrection or broad plan. The following

comments reflect the concerns of particípants that while changes are

occurring, the Process lacks direction, visíon and a consistent strategy:

But they also poínted out that some changes

I,'Ie have failed to get a general agreement. . .

Ilhat is happening is Ëhat many of the settlement
organí-zaLions have developed strong relationships
with specifíc social service counsellors. This
is noË a response to a model, it is just
happeníng (Interview No. 8).

It may need to be spelled out more clearly what
is required within mainstream systems to íncrease
access. It is necessary to change office hours,
reception systems, training for social workers. . .

because many well meaning professionals ask us,twhat shall we do to become more open, (Interview
No. 10).

Looking back we may find that we have just not
dealt r'.rith the roots of the problern buÈ just
offered services for the sake of services. tr{e
should really sxraxegize for offering better
services. First, wê should assess what the
problems are and then define a plan of action,
and work in conjunction with other institutions
considering many oüher variables, so the results
are the most constructive (Interview No. 1).
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Funders and governments should set up
guidelines for every region and also províde some
definition of what should be done. Should we set
up centres that are ethnic specific or should rrre
set up centres that are rnultilingual? In most of
the organizations people are thinking a lot about
this... but we have never put ít forward as a
collective concern. tr{e have tried but ín bits
and pieces (Interview No. 4).

Multiculturalism whose territory: The issue of territoriality and who

ís finally responsible for írnmigrant clíents was brought up several times

by participants who argue for institutional changes. These participants

feel that the organizaxíon of social services into categoríe and generic

defined territories has created a barrier in delivering effective service

to immigrants. The mainstrearn system has been relieved of the

responsibilíty to serve immígrants to such an extent that staff are not

even aürare of this area of responsibílity:

In the context of changing and adapting services,
many times people have said to me that they are
concerned about stepping into our territory since
v/e are the ones working wíth irnmigrants
(Interview No. lf).

I think the major problem is knowing who in the
end ís responsible for this client. ItIe have too
many experíences wíth clients that we referred to
maínstream servíces but r{rere sent back to us
after tvro or three weeks. So who is
responsible? In many cases \^re are dealing with
responsibilitíes that are not ours or that we are
not even trained or able to deal with. So when I
hear mainstream professionals sayíng "ttre don, t
want to step on your toes", I think it is an
excuse (Interview
No. 10).

One of Lhe perceptions that I have gotten from
talking to mainstream people is that
multiculturalism doesn't pertain to them.
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Teachers ín particular always relate
nulticulturalism to minorities (Interview No. 9).

It was the opinion of two particípants that multículturalism as a policy

has not helped to produce changes within the social servíce system. On

the contrary, they argued by focussing ín cultural activities this concept

of multiculturalism has diverted peoples' attention from the real cause

of the social problems of immigrants:

rn díscussing the issue of institutional change almost alt of

participants referred to the lirnitations of settlement services as

main servíce províder for immígrants.

Approaches in nulticulturalism such as sorig,
folklore, food, qrere very soon understood not as
a response to people's problem (Interview No. 4).

5.L.2 SETTLET,IENT SERVICES. EVERYTHTNG FOR EVERYBODY

Another major theme was the view that settlement services are perceíved

to be everythíng for everybody. However, most of the particípants

regarded this as a nyth that has created unrealistic expectations for the

settlement service system and prevented the maínstream system from

recognizíng immigrant needs.

Ifhat folloqrs are issues which participants related to the perception that

settlement services are expected to be everythíng for everybody.

the

the



The sovernnent wasn't doing much:

settlement service system is best

participant:
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I thínk settlement services started to meet needs
that the existing services \^rere noL providíng...
lJe started as a pilot project because we saw that
government was not doing much (Intervíew No. 5).

solving all the problems ourselves: Related to the myth of being

everythíng for everybody is the feeling of some partieipants that they

themselves, as settlement service providers, should question what seems

to be their unlirnited role in the provisíon of services to ímmígrants and

the irnplícations in terms of providing quality services to clients:

The history of the

summed up in the

formation of the

comments of Ëhis

I think settlement agencies have taken on much
more than what they can handle. I arn not ashamed
to say that as a result we are offering ,second
class servíces, in some cases. This is because of
how much counsellirrg \^re have to provide and the
enormous range of problems rre deal wÍËh. Where,
for a Canadian born person, each problen would be
dealt with by a specialíst, for the imnigrant the
full range of problems are beíng dealt with by
the same people (IntervÍew No. 10).

I don't see an immígrant settlement agency
becomíng ínvolved ín alcohol and drug abuse. In
this province thousands and thousands of dollars
have been given to the Alcoholism Foundation.
They are the one to hire the experts in this area
and if we, as an immigrant service, don,t use
them ít's our fault. It,s not the fault of the
system (Interview No. 7 ).
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A few partícipants questíoned the feasibility of one system, the írnmigrant

service system, dealing with all immigrant needs. Th.y also questioned

their abilities to deal wiuh all kinds of service needs and see the

excessí.ve expectations placed on them as a direct result of the mainstream

system's lack of involvement in service provision to immigrants:

To think that imrnigrant service agencíes should
deal with everybody and every problem is a faulty
objective. I feel Ëhat our counsellors are not
therapists, they are a support network... I
think the settlement agency has to promote the
use of mainstream services because it is the
settlement agency that does the referrals. I^Ihen
maínstream services have i_000 people showing up
they will have to respond and have somebody to
deal wÍth these clÍents. But they will never
change íf we are trying to solve al1 the problems
ourselves (Interview No. 7).

participants were unanímous in the view that mainstream servíces rely too

much on settlement services and that thís results in settlement services,

over-involvement in service provísion to irunigrants:

...we are ar^rare of the youth gangs in town. It
seems to me that that is a políce íssue. But
because we have been involved in a youth at Rísk
Program ín which we wanted to divert youth from
the street acËivities, the police department
thought that we should be the one to deal with
this issue... just because they are ímmigrants.
But we don't have trained staff in this area and
we don't have the facilities (Interview No. 5)

The
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A case against a oarallel system approach: The interdependent

relationshíp between the phenomenon of expected over involvemen¡ of

settlement services and the lack of response by the mainstream system

leads some participants to argue for a parallel imrnigrant servÍee

approach. Most of thern however, disagree with ühis trend:

trüe don't wanL a parallel system. I can, t
envisíon this because it will be against the
equal rights principle and it wíll be very
expensive and because I don,t believe in the
approach of one agency trying to do it all
(Intervíew No. 8).

A parallel system, I find that unrealistÍc. I
think I like better the idea of mainstream
services becoming more involved and ourselves
serving as a resource centre whích maínstream
services could draw upon. Because the more you
ghetthoized yourself or ghetthoized the services
the more you ghetthoize of the people that you
are serving (Interview No. 14).

organízatíon: The struggle for increasing services for irnmigrants to-date

has been the struggle of the imrnigrant servíng agencíes for increased.

funding. consequently these organizations have become larger. some

participants poínted out that this approach or the v¡ay that ít is

currently implemented, tends towards centralized services which is rnaking

settlement services as inaccessible as mainstream services to ethnic

communities. They see these agencies adopting the same organizational

structures as maínstream services:

An empíre that is very. concentrated is very
central ized. It, s becoming more
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institutíonalized, less accessible. They are
like corporations wíth unius. , . They have a
whole structure, they have boards, they have
units... One organization has approxirnately 60
staff.
I call then parallel immigrant servÍces. I am
more in support of community agencies that are
grass root, store front offíce, more accessible,
friendly atmosphere, drop-in, no appoíntment.
Communíty development is not in theír books.
Comrnunity self sufficiency, comrnuníty empor,serment
ís something that they very often only pay líp
service to (Interview No. 1).

\fho controls settlement services:

above, is the perception that settlement services seem to be becoming more

distant, less accessible and less community based organizaxions, not only

due to Ëheir hierarehical structures, but as well due to the staff

composition and the disuribution of power within the organízation:

The services are very centralized in our city.
There are t\,,ro maj or settlement services that are
basically run by non-immigrants and they are
developed along the sarne línes as the mainstream
servíces. The policy and decision makers are
maínstream. Ethnic community members are front
line workers who speak different languages, but
they don't make decísions about servÍ.ce issues.
Basically these services are very ghettoized and
very centraLized. The irnnigrant service agencies
are usually dírected and run by boards which are
not coruposed of inrnigrants or have only one or
two as tokens (Interview No. 1).

Assocíated with the conments noted

Ghettoization through fundÍng:

been absent from service provision to irnrnigrants and that the immigrant

service system has been the primarily service provider to ímmigrants has

Ied most funders to channel theír funds solely to the immigrant service

The fact that mainstream services have
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system. This, in the view of some partícipants,

centralization:

I,rIe are saying that funders are forcing
ghettoization because they ate not allowing
mainstream services to diversify. There ís no
vísion when all they do is punp resources into
the inrnigrant servÍce agencies. They are
definitely creating tlro ghettos, the irnmígrant
parallel system and the maínstream system, with
all the power, control and money for irnmígrant
servíces on the settlement system (Interview
No. 1).

5.1.3 INCREASING ACCESS TO T.ÍAINSTREA}Í SERVICES. A PROCESS OF CHANGE

More than the half of the participants stated that increasing access to

mainstream services is a critical factor in improving qualíty services for

immígrants. For these participants this task involves a process of change

which has just been initiated.

creates ghettoization and

The followíng issues rtrill be discussed in this section: the receptiveness

of mainstream services to change; skepticísrn about the potential for

change due to funding limítations and protectionism; receptívity of front

line workers; ne'hr roles for settlement workers; and hiríng and utilizaxion

of imrnigrant professíonals .

Receptívit]¡ to change:

existing mainstream services are willing to explore new r¡rays to become

more accessible and more culturally appropriate. Nevertheless, this was

Participants r^rere in unanímous agreement that
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discussed by some in the context of

accomplishing the task:

I know that there are agencí.es that are really
willing to offer better services but when yoü
come to the point of hiring another Chinäse
worker you see that is not that possÍble due to
lack of funding. For example, requests for
translation are sometímes regarded as
unreasonable. Buü after talking they
(mainstream agencies) are wÍlling to compromisã

-or make adjustments. After alI, they should
because its their elients too (Interview No. 5).

In this regíon,... there is a new ar^rareness...at
least an ar^rareness that immigrants are a largepart of the population and thaË mainstreãm
agencies do not have the facilÍties. Thev
themselves are recognizLng that now and they ma!
be trying to do something, But there ís no *orr"i(Interview No. 2).

Ëhe barriers and limÍtations to

There was also the sense that not everybody, inboth systems, is ready for
change:

I think we have worked a lot with generic andímmigrant services and we have come to theconclusíon that perhaps it is not likelv thatevery agency will be pulled, araggåa orvolunteered into this. But ít is worthwÉile to
work hard with mainstream servíces and volunteer
ECC organizatíons (Intervíew No. g).

It ís only rny perceptÍon but, I think íL wÍlltake some time... There is a long way to go.
Some people are receprive bur thesJ things uãtenofe than one person. It will also iequirepolitical changes (Interview No. 5).

particípants vrere skeptical about Èhe ability of the socíal servÍce
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The rnainstream services no doubt operate so
different, their behavioural patterns, their
philosophies, their values, their thÍnkíng, their
mandates. And just to think that they are going
to change for this segment of the cornmunity ? It
will take years. They do work with the larger
society. lihy should I expect them to make so
much changes to suit a special group of people
(IntervÍew No. 4).

...the mainstream services are not going to do
thís frorn the goodness of their hearts, because
I don't think they have any interest in becoming
more responsive to this community. It is better
to put $ 2,000 here $3,000 there and have us to
do the job. So I believe that if there is no
pressure on them there will be no change in these
institutions in attitudes and in services
(Interviertr No. 1).

I nyself went for a while to work Ín a mainstream
agency to experíment with thís idea of bilingual
workers. Very soon I teaLized that there vrere
too many lírnitations. . . To tell you the truth I
had high hopes that rhíngs could work differenrly
ín mainstream servíces. But the realíty was that
I could not do much and clients were not
receivíng what I could offer (Interview No. 4).
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to accommodate to irunigrant service needs:

Limíted fundíng, together with the prevaílíng vierv that írnmigrant needs

should be dealt with solely by the immigrant serving agencies, has created

a sense of uncertainty among settlement service deliverers with regard to

the increasíng Ínvolvement of the nainstream sector. Partícipants from

all three provinces described this as "protectionism":

I thínk it's happening very well with some level
of success among some agencies but perhaps this
process is affected by a factor that I callrprotectionism,, when one agency is competing
with another for dollars (Interview No. l).



The settlernent servíces feel very threatened,
they see their jobs at risk. But we should see
this more ín terms of the clients, ínterests
(Interview No. 1-).

Receptivíty by front line workers: Three particípants, from two different

regions, talked about the commitment of mainstream front líne ürorkers to

do things dÍfferently in order to ímprove services for immigrants as

opposed to the difficulty in getting the same commitment from middle and

uPPer managers:
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The front line workers are receptive. people at
a higher level, however, donrt see the day to day
operations. It will take longer time to
convince thern why they should gíve money and so
on. lle have to find a r^ray to get those people to
deal wíth thís issue (Interview No. 5 ).

There are people who in the long run become
advocates of Ímmigrant ínterests wíthín those
organizations and it works naturally. lfhen it
doesn't work we have tried to work with managers
so rrle can formalize this process. But it has not
been very successful. I think we have to go to
the very top. llhen you have the agreement at a
working level it ís not dífficult to get it at
the policy level (Deputy Minister)... and then
you get a response from the rniddle managers who
are the toughest to deal r¿ith in our experience
(Interview No. 8).

New roles. new expectations for settlement workers: Some participants

thought that in the search for ne\.rr \^7ays of offering servíces to ímmigrant

settlement servíces vrere changing their roles or they were being expected

to undertake on different functions:



There is also a very new attitude as to how hre as
settlement workers, are used as consultants. It
seems that they maíntain their clíents and they
consult with us. They are not durnping clients on
us just because they speak other languages
(IntervÍew No. 10).

The process of becoming consultants has produced
an interaction wích nenbers of the ECCs, who are
invited to offer theír insights and perceptions
in workshops and consultatíon sessions. At the
same time, they take inforrnation back to their
organízaxions in the communíty (Interview No. 1-).
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Unfortunately the existing demand on settlement services as the primary

service provÍ-der for immigrants leaves little opportunity for them to

perform other functions which, in the long run, rnight increase

collaboratíon between both systems and with immigrant communitÍes:

lle have done some cross-cultural workshops which
are workíng very well. This is a very recent
development but it's okay. However, when it
cones to dÍ-rect services to clients we use more
interpreting services, particularly when our
clients have to go for services such as socíal
assistance. In these cases we don,t play a
consultant role. Our workers are perceived as
interpreters... Agencies líke family services
are open to receiving more than just
ínterpretation, but we are so busy as a
settlement agency that that is about what it
comes down to (Interview No. I4).

One particípant expressed the need for settlement agencies to advocate for

nore involvement by maínstream services:

If Èhe m¡mber of clients is increasing more
services are needed. '[,rle should advocate for more
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agencies to be involved in dealing with irnrnigrant
needs. That's the major role of immígrant
settlement agencies (Intervíew No. 7).

Hiring and utilÍzation of irnmigrant professÍonals:

limitations they saur in affirmative action programs, mosL of the

participants felt that this was an important aspect of resolving the issue

of immigrants accessing mainstream services:

One participant saw the limited results of affirmative action being due

to the lack of skíIled people in the community:

I am hoping that communíty servíces hire more
ethníc minority psychologists or professíonals ín
these areas (IntervÍew No. 7).

Initíatives such as affirmative acüion are not
resolving the problem because the 6g that the
federal government is askíng for is goíng to be
fílled with cleaning staff. This occurs very
often because of the lack of trained and skilled
people in the inmigrant community (Intervíew
No. 2).

Ir,Ihatever the

Several particípants noted that during the last few years an increasíng

mrmber of ethnic workers are joining mainstream services. However, in the

víews of these participants ethnic vrorkers are generally under-utilized

by the system in serving ethnic communities:

Sometimes there are Chinese \^rorkers in those
organízations but they are underutílized in
servíng the Chinese community because of where
the worker is located or because his/her clients
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are English speaking people (Interview No. 5).

Bilíngual Ì^rorkers are not used properly becausethe system is organized in such a \^ray that if aclÍent líves on the other side of the street, you
can not see the client because of this boundary.There is no flexibilíty, no creatiwíty...
(Interview No. 4).

It is possible Uhat maínstream services arehiring workers but are not accommodaüing
immígrant clients withín the system. If we lookacross the country and see how many írnrnigrant
Ìüorkers are hired within the system it is truethat there are quite a few, bui despite this wecan't say that access ís being increased(Interview No. 10).

However, one participant

workers wíthin the system

and their communities:

pointed out that the attitud.es of

reinforce the separation between

we also know that imrnigrants working in the
system are lost from the mÍnority groups because
some of them become totally separated or becausethey are under stress and feel insecure in theirpositíons, or they rnay sirnply not rüant to appearto be associared wÍth their ethnic oiigio(Interview No. 7).

The particípants discussed the issue of change lsith a

arising from the receptivíty of mainstream services and

front line vrorkers- Nevertheress they were skeptical
of the system to engage ín institutional change.

some immígrant

ethnic workers

sense of optimism

the commitment of

about the ability
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5,L,4. SERVTCE ISSUES AND TESTTNG NEI,I SERVICE APPROACHES

At least

language

service

half of the partícipants discussed the impact of culture and

ín the service delivery system while discussing some alternative

workers at immigrant serving agencies, increasing interagency

collaboration and effecting change through cross-cultural ed.ucation.

approaches such as hiring bÍlingual workers, placing mainstream

Language isn't the only problem: Most often people associate the

dÍfficulties of ímmigrants wíth language problems. It seems that in many

cases immigrants are blaned or considered the only ones responsible for

theír diffículties because they don,t speak Englísh. some participants

emphasized that in delivering services language isn't the only problern.

Present generic services ate geared to work within particular cultural

assumptions and theoretical intervention models which in most cases

aggravate the ímrnigrants, problems.

Language and cultural dimensions are intertwíned. Therefore, assuming

that knowledge of the language is enough to offer effective services ís

a mistake. One participant reflected on her experience and stated that

ín addítion to the language and culture it was crucial to have specialized

helpíng skills:

Public services, as I call them, do not have the
necessary knowledge of the problerns and the
frustratíon ímmigrants go through and the real
barriers they face. They only know that the
person does not speak English and so assume that
símply by takíng along an interpreter the problem
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is resolved (Interview No. 3).

Good interpretation services through volunteers,
while not the best solution will, at least he1p.
I had an experÍence a few years ago when t wãs
convinced that a client had mental problems. It
took me t\^ro years to convince a doctor and
finally get treatment for him, but it was only
after he got aggressíve. I felt so powerl."" 

"-"an interpreter (alÈhough I had training Ín
interpretation) to convey the whole pícture to
these professionals. At that point i reaLízed,
that ínterpretation hras insufiicient for thÍs
kínd of intervention (Intervierv No. 2).

Fourteen years ago I belíeved that if people
learned English they would resolve thåir
problems. Now I have changed quite a bít about
this. After a project that had a strong emphasis
in language training I realized that laãguaie was
a vast area and that language acquisition \,iras not
the final ans\.rrer (Intervíew No. 4).

cross-cultural ínterpretation ís essential

services. Understanding the complexíties of
alleviate tensions:

My role in cross cultural educatíon is to raise
avrareness among staff of social servíces. It isto clarify what we take for granted here, that torarork with irnmigrants requires a different
understanding because they come from different
realities... That as professionals they should
work wíth immigrants using different gúid"lirr."
from those they use with Canadian born ãlients. . .
Canadians are used to looking for information,
for examp1e,... while immigrãnts don,t, first
because of language barrier", 

".cond because thevdon't know where the information is... I;general cross-cultural educatÍon serves toelarify the cultural bases of the behaviour ofÍndivíduals and immigrant farnilÍes because
here services are based on North American
theories. I thínk cross-cultural courses should

For helping professionals,

in order to offer effectíve

working across cultures can
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be compulsory \rrithÍn the regular curriculum. ..
So professionals are able to include this in
theír professional practice and in the delivery
of services (Interview No. 3).

Families that have come from countries where help
is sought from within the fanily are not used to
regulatÍons, procedrrres and processes. . . Then
every one here has to ínvent theír o!ùn processes
and strategies to deal with these issues in the
way they thínk íp 0.K.. In many cases, because
the reality here is so different, the strategies
do not match... especially because this "o.i.tyís so structured with every ínstitution having
íts own regulations. And Íf you don,t cooperatã
with the system, agerlcy staff may think or
interpret things that in many cases increase
stereotypes or racÍsm. There is an area that is
untouched, which is understanding how you see
things, your behavioural patterns, youï mental
make up, your value systern (Interview No. 4).

Help wíthín a cultural context: An ímmígrant particípant emphasized the

complexíty of offeríng help to clÍents whose cultural backgrounds are

different from the mainstream socíety. This is related not only to

learning about the specific characteristics of different ethnic groups,

but more importantly to understanding the relationship between the two

cultures, and the dífferences between the two value systems and to being

able to operate rtrithin these two cultural contexts. The following
participants' connents reflect the opinion of at least half of the

partícípants ín the study:

Cross-cultural education , I think is importanL
in order to develop understanding, espäcially
when you think that the standards and ethics oi
the maín culture are so easy to impose (Interview
No. 14).

A book from a service dealing with alcoholism was
given to us to translate into different
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languages. Our versíon contains the alcoholism
facts, but with a cultural orientation. The
people in charge of the project found it too
preachy. They thought Ëhat we were tellíng people
what to do. Bur in realíty in our .or*rrrriiy th.
clients they give us the potver to make decisions
for them. They ask us to tell them what to do.
ThaL's what they are used to in their farnilies.
That's how they interpret "help"... and when I
tell them that I can,t make decisions for them
they think that I am not willing to help them
(Interview No. 4).
Education in cross cultural issues for social
service agencies is necessary because sometímes
language ín counselling is a problem... but it
seems that not much effort is put into fínding
different approaches. Nevertheless there are ;
few individuals ¡vho make ít possible to go on
believing that something can change (Inte?víew
No. 10).

our weakest area is counselling servíces: CulÈural differences have the

largest impact on the mainstream services in the counselling servíces

available to irnmigrants. In a sense it is the cultural dífferences and

different value systems which have contributed mostly to the awareness of
the need for cross-cultural education and the exploration of new servÍce

delívery approaches. Most of the participants seem to be the most

dísturbed v¡ith the lack of appropríateness of counselling services for
immigrants. Many of them present optíons for testíng new service delivery
approaches especially ín dealíng with counselling service needs:

Our weakest area ís counsellíng services...
counselling with victíms of torture, for example.
iüe had a client who was referred to Toronto but
nobody has been able to help him (Interview
No. L4).

they just deal with rangible needs.
Counselling is not offered to even their oreït
clients. Therefore it is very difficult to offer
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these kinds of services to immigrants (Interview
No. 2).

Couns e 11 ing/ xher apy de f ini te ly requires some more
i1-$enth developmenr... Ir is a relarively newfield. Yet what are the assumptions r^re have when
we do farnily or group therapy? Do you need to
know every detaíl of every õulture, or is ít asensitivity to the clíent,s frame of rnind? Ithink it is not culturally specífic, that thereis a general theory or philosophy that can covera number of cultures. I don,t think the client
rìrants us to behave like them. I think immigrants
in general are more prepared to ãxpectdifferences (Interview No. 10).

counselling services are assoeiated with helping and/or ínfluencing Ín the
emotional and psychologieal adjustment of imrnigrants to theír new rife in
Canada:

MaÍnstream servíces are ignoríng needs related topsychological integration. They are makíng abig místake. Our cornmunity becáne financíaîly
independent from the moment they arrived. They
became- Èax payers and so long as they 

"räcontributors they should receíve emotíonal andpsychologícal support in adapting to this neïIlífe. Real integration ñ"pp"rr" whenpsychologícal and emotional adjustment also takesplace (Interview No. 4).

accessibility is often associated with the need for hiring biringual
workers by maínstream services. However, positíve outcomes are not gained
v¡ith this approach arone, or wíthout struggle. The following participant
summarized the coneêrns of three other participants of two provínces:

. . . I thought that if bílíngual workers rrere

: The issue of mainstream service
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located in mainstream agencies they would resolve
the problem because they have the language and
the cultural understanding. They have gone
through the ímmigration experience and the
adjustment period. Bilingual rrorkers would rnake
a bÍg difference. But the experience teaches us
what happens with these workers... They become
so absorbed in the system that they have no
choíce. They have so much energy but they use it
all in tryíng to fit into the system and to
respond to the system, to make themselves part of
the system, otherwise they become isolated.
After all of this they leave asíde their
community commitment. The social service
organization is not prepared to deal with this
issue. Now if bilingual workers need supervision
to deal with cultural matters the supervisor is
generally from the mainstream culËure so it is
ínpossible to offer support. And if the
supervisor offers supervisíon, he/she wíIl do so
from a Canadian value system. Consequently
bilíngual workers will be more confused an¿ at â
loss as to how to offer effectíve cultural
services (Intervie¡,i¡ No. 4).

participant felt that the only effective approach in improvíng service

accessibility for írnmigrants is through the placement of maÍnstream

workers at imrnigrant serving agencies. The use of mainstream

professionals under this organLzaxional arrangement is seen as an

innovative attempt to deal with a complex issue. Two other participants
referred posíÈively to this approach:

I requested a vrorker from the Department ofHealth to be placed at our community
organization. The worker will be trained, gei
experience and professional ínsights in tñisfield and will receive the help of other rrorkers.
At the same time the clients will feel more
secure and will more readily accepL help.Clients vton,t have to go from one agency to
another because the different mandate of various

One



agencies. Sornebody
and a support for
(Interview No. 4).

increasíng collaboration between settlement and
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is there to act as a mediator
both clients and agencies

Catego,ric and generic services are going to beside by side for a long time. Settlementservíces have expertise in adjustment,
immigration experien:e, language and seisitivityof the culture. Mainstr."* 

".r.rrices have theirspecialized direct service expertise. When bothservice systems work together drawíng from theirdistinct expertíse they benefit it. clients
enormously. As well, vrorkers from systems couldsupport and learn from each other (Interview
No. 8).

: Many of the participants salil

educatíon has become a signífícant feature in uraking institutional
changes ' As an emergíng field of expertÍse Ít v¡as discussed wíth
enthusÍasm in all the íntervíews. The need for understanding of and

learning about other peoples' cultures has increased working relationships
between settlement services and mainstream services. More than half of
the participants had eíther attended or delivered a cross-cultural
workshop. ThÍs ís a measure of the importance and the lever of priority
that this function has for immigrant service deliverers:

mainstream services:

Cross-cultural education is gradually becorning animportant feature of the agencies (Interview
No. L4).

: Cross-cultural
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training available to
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partícipants expressed

acquire skills in this

The perceptions of most of the particípants, especiarry those of
irunigrant background, \,\rere that ethno cultural organizations are more

concerned \,¡ith r^rhat happens back home than with building a communÍty in
Canada, and that the community activitíes they do get involved in tend to
be cultural. Although there is increasing ínterest ín social servÍce
issues only a small nurnber of people from immí-grant communities are

dedicating any energy to this area.

concerns about the lack of

area.

rn discussing the relationship of immigrant communities and organizations
to social services issues and the social service system a number of issues
emerged, including the fact that irnmigrant communíties appear to be

focussed on the s¡rmbolic expression of culture and are not concerned about
what happens here ín canada. Related to this was the víew that immigrant
communities should run their services because of difficultíes relatíng to
maínstream servíce. These issues are looked at Ín more detaír berow.

life in canada ís often associated wíth cultural actívities.
Participants Ín all three provínces talked about this predominant feature
of ímmigrant community lífe. some saw the absence or limíted invorvement
of the immigrant communities in other areas such as in the social service

: Ethno-cultural communitv



area, as reflecting the low level

characterizes the maj ority of ner,r

...here some ethnic groups are very busy with
heritage language classes, folklore, ru"i" ani
food. There are other groups in the ECC that are
too concerned about r,,rhat happens back home. . .
they forget ¡.vhat ís happening here... (Interview
No. 1).

Recently, an Asían group formed an association,
but mainly to celebrate their New year. Most of
the groups are organízed for soci.al and cultural
maüters rather than for social servÍces. There
are a lot of groups that are very active but they
are all into culture, rthe mosaic, is the thing
for thern. It is a lot of fun (Inuerview No. 14).
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of development and organization that

ímmigrant cornmunities :

A focus on the s¡rmbolíc expressíon of culture seems to be reinforced by

pubric institutions such as the school system, which practice

rnulticulturalism primarily through actívities and programs related to

food, dance and music, as opposed to promotíng a real understanding of the

impact of multicultural factors, ín partícular on the lives of immÍgrant

students and their families:

Unfortunately most of the schools are still at
the "multículturalism state,,...gÍve them a day
when they can have their food and their custom's
and then they can say that they have their
multicultural practíce and policy ín place.
Teachers think that as long as chíldren learn
English they will be happy. The teachers don,t
know any thing about the children,s pareïrts... or
the only thing they know is that the parents
don't attend meetings because they donrt care!
Meanwhile the parents are so worríed about their
children, about losing them and about the
children losing their languages and not being
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able to communicate withín the farnily. And the
parents become more alienated from their children
day by day (Interview No. 9).

Little concern at what happens here in Canada: Participants discussed Ëhe

apparent lack of concern among ECCs about social service issues Ín terms

of the feelings of some community groups, especially the refugee groups,

that their situation here is temporary. The drama of coming here because

they were persecuted or forced to leave theír country unwíllingly may be

a reason for the lack of concern as to what happens to them here:

They are always thÍnkÍng that they are here
tenporarily and rhat they will go back. Theyforget that children grow here. The realitv ísthat the chances for them to go back are iess
wíth every year (Interview No. 10).

some of the participants of immigrant background noted that refugees

communities become patalyzed and unable to help themselves once here due

to the unexpected and forced condition of exile. Thís leads most often
to the community living in the past and focussed on íssues related to
their home countrv:

In general refugee communities are not preparec
to face livíng in exile.. . As a community- they
are not able to interpret the causes of tarnílí
breakdor,.m.. . The tendency for political 

"räpersonal coïrtroversy and divisiveness are signs
of the state of rnind and the breakdown of Ilr.
community (Interview No. 13).

In the beginníng I could not believe that this
community \^¡as so concerned with the situation
back home and I kept saying to myself 'how come
they are not concerned at what happens here in
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Canada'. Obvíously that was something they
couldn't deal with ít at that time. And the most
general characteristic of refugee groups is that
they are so attached to the causes of their home
country. They almost have to go through a
process of grieving, not only at the personal
level, but also at the group level. people face
an enormous struggle to accept that they have to
do somethíng here too. SometÍ.mes the community
resists the idea of members becoming more
involved in issues in Canada and considers them
as rtraitors' (Interview No. 10).

This kínd of community ínitiative has taken a
long Ëo develop. I think it,s not because the
need wasn't there but because the community and
individuals were not in the best condition. This
fact is a clear reflection of our condition. In
general though there Ís a concern that this
process to be prepared and ready to deal with our
problems and needs ín here it took us too long,
and today we still have to deal vrith the
consequences or inplications of not being more
responsive, in our cornmunity life... l,Ie have
just not gotten united around common issues like
having probleurs of access to jobs or
opportunities to trainíng .. . . (Interview No. 13).

system: One participant pointed out that for some communities the process

of becoming active has taken so long because individuals and organized

groups did not obtaín the ríght assistance at the right moment, especially
those communitíes rnembers that came more than ten years ago:

...I think it's that the period of adjustment has
been delayed. They haven,t had somebody or some
organizaxion that has tried to help them to go
through this process. And some must have gorr.
through but others have not. They are "iiftstruggling with this. Long term crisís cases(torture, frustratíon) are stíll some of my cases



According to one particípant the social servíce system is offering very

límited support Lo those communíties thaÈ are ready or able to organize

themselves around community well being:

and still amaze me
offered to people
(Interview No. 1-2)

L02

that no support
who came maybe

Here ethníc groups receive some multicultural
money and ate told to do their ethnic things,
celebrate their days, etc. I,rlhen a .o**rrrrlty
becomes stronger and better otganized and wants
to break in, nobody helps them, nobody wants themeíther. It is necessary to keep our language but
we also must not forget that we have to develop
our oïrn thíngs here to deal with the system. I^Ihy
are they not doing this? The comrnunitv i-s
too busy and it doesn,t have leadership in itris
area. The cornmunity needs leadership, structure,
people to priorize, to apply for funds (people
g" always applyíng for heritage languagãs. . . ¡for developíng organízational structuie", *orreyto work on how to access the system (Interviei
No. 1).

has
10

ever been
years ago

Community partícipation in

older and more established

Depending on length of time in Canada and the
nr¡mbers, fou can see that they related better to
community development for example. Because when
people just come and they are still in the stages
of adaptatíon people seems not to be worried
about C.D. (Inrerview No. 2).

A lot depends on how established the communities
are. trüe tend to look at the ner.r7 and recent
refugee community and for them it is difficult...

social service matters seems

the comrnunity becomes :

to increase the
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They are so busy surviving, creating their own
board, theír owrr organizatíons. . . (Intèrview
No. 10).

Some participants

examíning irnmigrant

measured the level of

representation on their

. . . If I think about refugee ÍmmigrantparticÍpation on our board, for example, i ""osee that there is not one representative of
refugees and immígrants on our board. I findthat few recent arrivals join boards or sub
committees. Usually ít is the older irnmigrant or
people who were born here (Intervíew No. 2).

various participants poínted out that it is at the beginning of the

transition period when irnmigrants seem to need the most support from their
communities. Some noted that for the new irnmígrants and refugees which do

not have an established community, it is difficult to obcain this kind of
support. one participant mentioned that mainstream and settlement
services have not encouraged the development of the natural community

support systems for new immigrant and refugee conmunities:

Especially when people come they seem to r4rant torelate to a very similar background person. The
same language, the same culture, the same region,
the sarne neighbourhood. rtlelr if the community
ean provide that ít is great. The ECC,s have anextraordinary role, an emotional support,
companí.onship; an identity, because when päople
come they don,t have that. After being fr.r. along tíme people seem to lose their identity,
their belonging to a group (Intervíew No. L2).

community participation

own agency boards:

by
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Some vrant to run their own services:

communities are more established and more ar^rare of the magnitude of the

social problems facíng them their response ís to create their or{rl

services. Paruicipants ín all three provínces noted that this is a recent

development ín their region:

Their emphasis ís in socÍal services but when it
comes to defining the íssues they have been
lost... They want to run their own servíces and
they are looking for funding (Inrerview No. 14).

I heard that there is another community which has
formed a group lookíng at women,s íssues, the
unemployed and youth. They aïe looking for
funding for some research, but this ís their
first real attenpt (Interview No. L2).

In most cases, when ethnic

One participant wondered if these groups are aïrare of their righrs to

access existing services:

There r^ras a latínoamerican group that established
íts olln agency, first wÍthout funding because
funders thought that there are all those
agencies, so why establish another one. The
cornmunity group though felt very strong that
theír group mernbers dídn,t feel well served by
those agencies. There are such lacks of
confidence and fear of those places where they
only speak English, so they don,t go there at
all. But this ethnic organizaxion may not have
the awareness when they start funding for their
orvrr agency, that any \ray they are as well
subsidizíng mainstream services and that they
should be able to use thern (Interviertr No. 9).

Interest in community services

existÍng community otganlzation

is rnostly developing

structures. Some

outsíde of the

participants see
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tradítional leaders not gíving leadership in this area. They assocíated

this wÍth the factors noted earlier, communities are living in exíle and

communities are organized mainly around cultural issues:

Very often the leaders are men who may not be so
farniliar of social service íssues, and in many
cases the reality is that the leaders of this
organization may noü like to disclose these
problems (Intervíew No. 9).

Thus, ner/it constituencies Ín the communíty are becoming involved in social

service matters:

I find it very interesting that some groups like
the immigrant womenrs associatíon are getting
together. It seems to me that many groups like
this wíll end up forming because they are noL
getting the support that they need from insíde
the organized community (Interview No. g).

Unfortu.nately a lot of the tasks that the
community can participate ín are blocked by
individual leaders who do not understand th;
macro pí.cüure of our reality here... They
usually stay only in the lÍmited scope of theii
organizatíon l{e have to be realistic that
these kind of leaders are as well the product of
the experience that the comrnuníty has lived. . . ín
here. . . in exíle (Interviert¡ No. 13).

More than just a problem wíth social servíces: Nearly all the

participants sa\,r as a crucíal issue the fact that írnnigrant groups seem

not to feel cornfortable approachíng maínstream services. For some of them

it Ís clear that this leads, firstly to indívidual imrnigrants not

receiving servíces, and secondly, to the organized community attempting
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Lo set up their own helping organizations:

If we consulted with our community and decided to
do somethíng we always say ,let,s do it ourselves
because the government doesnrt \^7ant to deal \,rrith
a particular community. They are too busy dealing
with everybody so \,\re just dídn,t think about that
support (Intervíew No. 5).

Immigrants are not very comfortable going to
maínstream services. Often they are used to
extended farnilies, they have neighbours whom they
can talk to... If the community is large and is
well established ít can provide this kind of
interaction; members are not going to go to the
mainstream system. North American society is so
self contained... Unfortunately in many cases
the community groups or coillmuníty organizations
are not focussed on offering this kind of
support... Belief is related to the fact that if
you come from a society where the extended farnily
is the strongest source of help... so even if you
know about services. . . will you believe in thern?
(IntervÍew No. 2).

The Asian community has had some help that has
worked very well and Ëhey have reached some
stabilíty as a communÍty. But they have not used
our servíces, they don,t access services as much,
they have theír own .hrays (Interview No. g).

Related to the idea that Ímmigrants do not feel comfortable in reaching

mainstream servíces, some participants perceive that irnmigrants do not

concern themselves with mainstream services and. their inability to respond

to immigrant needs. A few of the participants stated that ímmigrant the

community didn't see the ímportanee of advocating for betüer generic

services. Instead they related more easily to the lack of settlement

services:

social servíce agencies could be more
receptive to Ímmigrants but immigrants do not go
to mainstream services. So it is more than jusc
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a problem wíth the social services (Interview
No. L4).

You see, in our region ethno-cultural communities
started to challenge and pressure settlement
services to change. They are not thinking of
working with mainstream servíces, those are- not
on their agenda at all. Theír concerns are
settlement services. . . In reality, ethno-cultural
communities are organÍ-zed around settlement
service íssues, how to make them more
accountable, more responsíve and accessible, let
alone the mainstream services (Interview No. 1).

A voice ín social service: The role of the community in social service

issues is almost always associated wÍÈh the role of the community as

service provider. Nearly all the participants stated that irnrnigrant

communities in one r^lay or another should play an important role in dealing

with servíce needs, most of them expressed theír concerns about

communíties being servíce deliverers. Others envísioned. communities

playing crucial roles although not necessarily as a service deliverer.

Two

has

participants sar^r the communíty as a potential political force, that
not yet been used to improve services:

They have to get more ínvolved Ín services, but
the problern with ECC,s is that they have to reach
a level of sophistication and politicizatíon...
and ímpose themselves, put pressure politícally.
They are a powerful force, but they don,X reaLi?e
that this polrrer is there (Interview No. 1).

Definítively I see the ethnic communities being
a voice in social services, at the policy making
and other levels (Interview No. 10).
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Many members of ethnic communities are skillful and talented individuals,

professíonals and natural leaders who very rarely are used as a resource.

One participant pointed out the potential as follows:

I see our community. becoming a resource to soeíal
servíce agency professionals, a source of
referral and identification of cases at risk.

we have as a community the connection with
our communíty.
As communiËy members, vre have the connection with
our coÍrmuníty and we should have the connecÈion
with the person that we are goíng to refer to
within the respective socíal service. But we will
have to have the credíbility and capability ín
order to do thís (Interview No. 13).

I think that ïre can use people from ethnic
communities that have been involved in networks
of their owrr conmunity and put them in contact
with socíal services. . . because they are
resources in the community But it is so
difficult to use them because they have problems
in gaíning recognitíon of their credentials
(Interview
No. 9).

A grass root response to the social-economic problems of the cornmunity is

the ethnic communÍ.ties becoming service deliverers themselves. Various

participants explained that thís issue ís a matter of great discussion in

the socíal service community, íncluding with the funders. As well there

is the perception of some particípants that the issue Ís not clear for

anybody:

There is a great debate in our region at this
moment. Should the ethnic organizaxion have
access to deliver services to theír oh,n
community? (Interview No. 1).

I^Ie are trying very hard in here to be very
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responsive to the specific, ethnic communities, r^re

\üant to be fair and so on. But it is very
difficult, wê haven't found yet the formula.
Especíally when we are very a!¡are that funding
the ethnic specific organization ïte are not
taking aïray from the mainstream services their
responsibility or as well from the imrnigrant
serving agencies. It is very difficult to have a
funding criteria that vre can live with.
Especially when we don't vrant to see the
mushrooming of, all little programs run by eËhno-
cultural communities (Intervíew No. 8).

Some participants foresavr difficulties for communities if they were

involved in direct service work. These partÍcipants saw the capabÍlities

of communities rather in the area of buílding a support system for their

respective communities :

I belíeve thaL ethno-cultural communities are
there to develop a support system rather than
develop service components. I don't believe that
the communíties have the resources to duplicate
the effort of the Alberta Government, for
example... If you try to duplicate you are not
going to provide the quality of services that ít
has taken 20 or 25 yeaxs to develop. So I think
the community should set up a support system
allowing proper channelling of problems to where
the expertise lies (Interview No. 7).

The discussion in this section centred mainly on the complexíty of the

process of adjusting to life Ín a new environment. For many people who

immigrated as refugees, this is a forced situation and the conditions

under which they ímmigrated impact deeply on both individuals and

organized communities. From the partÍcipants' views it is evident that

social service systems are puzzled by this complexity and not yet able to
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develop appropriate strategies to ease the process of imrnigrant

communities in becoming part of thís socíety.

The following therne represent delíverers' perceptions of their role and

theír philosophical views ín this fíeld

5. 1. 6. IMMTGRANT SERVICE DELIVERER'S REFLECTTONS

Another major theme centred around irnmigrant service deliverers,
reflections on theír job and their philosophieal poÍnts of reference Ín
performing theír work in this field. Thís theme showed up quite
frequently in most of the interviews and to me highlights the period of
reflection the emerging changes within the service system are creating.
The participants in various \^rays expressed how they perceive their jobs.

Most participants think that with time they have shifted attentÍon frorn

daily routines of indivídual case work to broader, systems oriented work

whích mirrors to some extent the same situation happening at the

organizaxional level:

At the beginning I vras overwhelmed, too busy with
daily activities, one to one, individual ãases.
I think it is a growíng process, espeeially when
you see that ruhat happened to Eli also happened
to Flor and so oïr.... And then T anaiyzec
everything... I became a very politícal p"r"on
and then I looked at my work differently
(Intervíew No. 1).

trIell, when I started I was always busy because it
becomes very busy here, especiaily ín the
afternoons. So I rvas always reacting to solve
Ímmediate needs. But after I had norked for some
years I realized that somehorv it is worthvrhile to
spend some time liaísíng wíth the government,
talking over some problems and working out some
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collaborative efforts. Maybe in the rong run this
will help the clienr a lot more. I feãl a lot
more comfortable in this position now. Because I
used to feel like rny clients (Intervíew No. 5)

The nature of their daily work experience and their philosophical poínts

of reference seem to determine their performance ín delivering servíce to
immÍgrants. The presentatÍon of theír visíons Ís signíficant ín
identifying where participants are ín relatíon to this emerging field as

well as in determining what philosophical base guides their well discussed

process of change. In many cases their points of reference differ from

one another. As a way of summarizing participants, phÍlosophical points
of view r have selected the statements of the followíng partÍcipants:

Be who you are:

The bottom line is that we do not tell clients
that you are in Canada nor,ü so you have to become
Canadían, nor Ì^re tell irnrnigrants that they should
keep their culture... ïre have recogníJed thatthis is a very individual process (Interview
No. 4).

fntegratíon is the focus of ny work:

Integration is the focus of ny work, folk danceswill riot help that. Integratíon should belooking from all persp.ciiv.s: educaüion,university, training of socÍal service agencies.social servíce agencies are not refrectling thereality of the community (Interview No. j_).

To facílitate emporûerment, self suffLciency:

I feel very strongly that whatever the settlementservices do should be to facilitate empowerment,self sufficiency of uhe immígrants to access the



To create a honogeneous value system:

;;;"i1" l'$::"i:. Tff ;iffi"fi'Ëli, "Í:n ;.:" J:::
people to adapt to the values here. And to create
an homogeneous value system (Interview No. 2).

LL2

mainstream services (Interview No. 1).

Bilingual-ism applles to everybody who has two languages:

Bilíngualísn applíes to everybody who has two
languages. This is not just an official thing,
but f thínk bilingualÍsm ín itself has a lot of
implícations that have not been dealt with
(Interview No. 9).

5.2 SI]I,IMARY OF THE FINDINGS

Ifhile the previous section was mainly a presentation of the themes and

issues discussed by the participants, the following section will summarize

the prevailing themes that have emerged from their responses such as,

limitations of the current social service system, weaknesses of the

settlement service system as the prirnary service provider, awareness of

the need for organizational change in both service systems and the

realizaxion of the conplexity of ethnic community lífe.

A dominant theme in the study ís the ar^rareness of service providers of the

need for instítutional change in the current organizaxíon of the social

servi-ce system. The irnmígrant service providers partícipating in thís
study unanimously agreed that the service needs of inmigrant and refugee
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populatíons are not beíng met effectively or sufficiently by either the
categoric or the generic servÍce system. Their a\.rrareness of the need for
change is based upon: 1) an analysis of the lírnitations of the current
system as a whole; 2) a critical perceptÍon of the weaknesses of the
settlement servíce system as the prirnary service provider; 3) an a\¡rareness

that increasing servi-ce accessibility and culturally appropriate services
will require a process of organízational change for both the mainstream

service and the settlement service systems; and 4) their experiences

working with imrnigranÈs and refugees and their realizatÍon of the
complexity of ethnie community life.

These major components within the domínant theme of organízaxíonaL change

were all presented in an interrelated manner. Participants also related
their analysis to other factors, includíng the perception that change ís
occurring without leadershíp. Particípants see themselves embarked on a
process of change which is unclear, disjoínted, and inconsistent from one

organization to another. A more detailed summary of partÍcipants, issues
and views are presented as follows:

ANALYSIS oF THE LTMITATIoNS oF THE CURRENT sYsTEM: Characrerisrically
particÍpants felt that the mainstream service system places immigrants and

refugees in a disadvantaged posítion in terms of accessing benefits and

servíces that they have the right to claÍm. partícipants sa\,ü the sysrem

as geared to serve the mainstream population, by virtue of staff
compositíon, otganízaxional structure, service philosophy, practice and

policíes' Participants argued that maÍnstream services aïe unable to
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respond in an appropriate manner to the needs of minority groups such as

immigrants, the disabled and Natives because they are different from the

mainstream populatíon and therefore do not fit the pre-defíned

characterÍstics of the clientele. This has led to an a\,irareness of the

need for change. The need for institutional change ltras the underlying

assumption in all these discussíons.

Partieipants felt that change rúas underway but ïrere critical

linited scope of these changes and the rack of vision or a

strategy. Participants raised as concerns questíons such as who

define a strategy and what types of services should be developed.

Two participants pointed out that nultieulturalism, as it is perceived in
the social service fíeld, has not helped to produce changes to improve

services for ímrnigrants and refugees, mainly because of nulticulturalism,s
emphasis on the preservatÍon of cultures and. heritage languages and the

development of community infrastructures to pursue such goals. This

contributed to the gulf between the service system and immigrant and

ethnic mínority populations .

Several participants felt that mainstïeam service deliverers do not see

immigrant populations as an area of responsibílity because of how they

ínterpret "multiculÈuralísmt'. This no doubt reinforces current
definitions of territories between the mainstream socíal service system

and the imnigrant categoric services. The rnajority of the partieipants

thought that a high proportion of the mainstream deliverers \^rere unarrare

of the

general

should
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that groups with special need.s, such as immigrants, are Ísorated from

services available to the general population and therefore deprived of the

rights and benefits offered to the general population.

A CRITTCAL VTET{ OF THE SETTLEI'IENT SERVICES As THE PRIMARY SERVTCE

PRoVTDER: Although partícipants are a\^rare of the lirnÍtations of regardíng

settlement services as rreverything for everybodyrt, as service prowíders

they are caught up in daily actívities meeting expectations arising from

the fact that this belief is stÍll deeply rooted in the social service
system's practice and philosophy. Most of the particípants feer pressed

to be "everythíng for everybody" due to the conditions of the maínstream

service system, vshich they characterized as being insuffícíent,
fragmented, ghettoized and generally inaccessíb1e and culturally
inappropriate. several participants believe that the absence of an

effectíve and adequate mainstream service response to immigrant needs,

together with the belÍef that settlement services are to be everything for
everybody, leads to overcompensation by settlement servíces. One result
is that settlement services tend to be seen by mainstream services as the
primary service provider for immigrants. Although participants are

becoming al^rare of the pitfalls of the current approach, this multi-faceted.
role is seen as part of theír mandate. some partícípants belÍeve strongly
that settlement service agencies should question their expected role ín
the provísion of service to irnmigrants and in particular, they should
examíne the irnplications in terms of the quality of services províded to
immigrant clíenLs.
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The expectations placed on settlement services as the primary servíce

provider have encouraged mainstream services to adopt a passive role with
regatd to inmigrant needs. Thís has prevented them from developing the

capabílity to deal effectively with the service needs of ímmigrant

populations.

Participants discussed the trend to establish parallel ímmigrant sysuems.

The feasibility of the parallel model ís questioned by most of the

participants; nevertheless, some support its development. several

participants see this model being pursued by some settlement agencies.

The agencies that are more established and are regarded by governments and

funders as the primary service deliverers for ímrnigrants, become the rnajor

or sole channel for funding to support írnmigrant settlement. This

practice has encouraged the formation of large and centralized
otganizaxions which use mainstream service approaches. According to some

participants these agencies are often adrninistered and governed. by non-

inmigrant professionals and boards In the víew of some participants
these otganizations, while developíng a paralrel system, are becomíng as

inaccessible to irnmígrants as existíng mainstïeam services.

AIIARENESS THAT TNCREASING ACCESS TO I'IAINSTREAI.Í SERVICES IT{PLTES A PROCESS

oF oRGANTZATToNAL GHANGE: Participants felt that advances were beíng made

within mainstream services; there r^ras increased concern to improve

services to imrnigrants. Nevertheless, some participants r^rere skeptical as

to the willingness of the maÍnstream system to undergo the requíred

changes. Implicit ín this was the reaLization that such changes required
dealing wíth sensÍtíve íssues such as protectionism, the reaction of the
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system to differences and the lack of commitment by niddle and upper level
servÍ.ce managers.

The reaction of the mainstream systern to differences and the settlement

service íssue of protectionism captures the essence of the problem of
organLzaxíonal change for the service system in this fÍeld. Because it
is geared to serve the urajority population the mainstream system is unable

to serve minority groups whose needs may differ urarkedly. Related to this
is the belief of mosL people that the well being of inrnigrants is not the

responsÍbility of the mainstream system because they are being served by

settlement services. This has influenced settlement servíces to the

extent that, they are concerned that they are losíng control of their
assigned' territory due to the emerging involvement of mainstream services

in ímmigrant issues. As well they are concerned because mainstream

ageneies carr not meet immigrant service needs as presently structured.

Due to the increasing receptíveness and nevrr ahrareness in the maÍnstream

services of immigrants' service issues, some partÍcipants felt that
mainstream agencies expected new roles to be performed and new programs

and services to be instituted by settlement services to complement their
efforts. RemedÍal measures, such as affirnative action, \^rere vÍewed by

most of the participants as limíted and insufficient to effect reaL

change' Nevertheless, related to the issue of affirmative action was the
víew that immigrant professíonals were underutilized within the mainstream

system to serve imrnígrant communities. Despíte the tensions and

conflicting opinions, progress r¡ras acknowledged.
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Increased commitment by both mainstream and settlement agencies to
providing accessible and culturally approprÍate servíces Ís reflected in
the exploratíon and testing of ner,,r service approaches such as hiring
bilingual workers, placing maínstream service workers at imnigrant serving

agencíes, and increasing collaboration betrveen mainstream and settlement

service agencies. Parallel to these efforËs there is the increasing

realÍzation that cross cultural education will facilítate change. The

najority of the participants felt that confidence among service providers

in r'sorking cross-culturally ís an essential element in ímproving services

for inrnigrants.

Participants felt that one of the weakest areas and the one most

assocíated with the failure to províde culturally approprÍate services is
counselling for immigrants. Many participants believed that cultural
differences have the greatest impact Ín the counsellí-ng situation and that
mainstream agencies have not yet developed alternative approaches.

REALIZATfON OF THE COIIPLEXITY OF ETIINO-CULTURAL COIÍMUNITY LIFE: Imrnigranr

or ethníc minoríty community life was descríbed by participants as unique

and complex ín all íts aspects. The long standing identification of
communities wíth their horneland, along with their dedication Lo preserving
their culture and languages puzzled many participants. several
participants contrasted this with the apparent lack of concern about
socíal service matters and other social-economic aspects of cornmunity

welfare in canada. Participants saw the need for appropriate servÍces to
arleviate the side effects of being transplanted from one curture to
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another. They vrere unanimous in pointing out that there is limited

support from the socíal service system in dealing with the process of

community adjustment, especially when compared to the support available

to building community life around cultural issues.

Some participants envisioned a natural community support system as a

crucial element to fostering ethnic community well-being, partícularly for

people in their fírst period of life in Canada. Buildíng community

support systems \^las descríbed as a process of reproducíng the natural

helpÍng systems that communitíes have tradítionally relied on ín their

home countríes. Particípants felt that thís task required a sophísticated

community otganizaxion and that the ability of communíties to particípate

in social servíce Íssues and to buíld theír own helping systems r^ras

greater among ethnic groups with a longer hístory in canada and

consequently with more sophisticated organizaxions. However there was the

tendency of social servíce providers and funders not to supporc nevrer,

less established and less sophísticated. ethnic communitíes. A few

particípants belíeved that the role of funders and social service

providers should be to support the less established communities, enabling

them to reach a higher level of organizaxion.

In those cornmunÍties where concern about socíal services exisËed there

consistently appeared to be a lack of confídence ín the mainsËream

agencies, yet different means for addressing this íssue. The prevailíng

attitude among the ethno-cultural communities uras to develop their own

services. Sínce indivídua1s and community organizations did not feel
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comfortable approaching agencies for services, largely due to language and

cultural barríers, they did not receíve needed assistance. Thus, they

\^rere impelled to set up theír or^rïr. helping otganizaxions. some

participants poínËed out the dilemma of supporting communities to become

service providers; it freed existing services of their responsibílitíes

to irunigrants.

A second course of action for ímrnigrants who lacked confidence in existing

mainstream services r.ras not

qualified mainstream servíces

for rights to equal serviee.

issues as the most relevant

better settlement services.

5.3 DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS

In this sectíon, the findings will be díscussed in light of literature
review presented in chapter rv. The bridgíng model will also be re-

examined with the particípants views íncluded.

to concern themselves wíth theÍr rights to

nor to stress the ímportance of advocating

These people identified settlement service

and lÍnited themselves to advocatíng for

Ïn relation to the background discussion on immigratÍon, settlement and

cultural policíes in the first ehapters, participants

a mrmber of observations in the literature. As

partícipants generally felt that there was a need

policy for settling and integrating new Canadians.Ta

74 Beiser, 198B

responses confirmed

argued by Beiser,

for a comprehensive

However, only one
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participant related the lack of effective policy on settlement and

integration needs to the emphasis on using ímrnigration to meet Canada,s

economic and demographic needs. Historícally, Canadian governments have

put greater emphasis on selection and admission policies and for the most

Part have neglected the development of settlement and integratíon
policíes, a poí.nt made by the Canadian Task Force on Mental Health Issues

Affecting Immigrants and Refugees.Ts As mentíoned this analysis which is
shared by an increasing number of authors, hras generally not present in
the discussion about barriers and current gaps in services for ímmigrants.

As a rule the participants often tended to disrniss macro systemic barriers
and would focus on immedíate factors such as the lack of fundíng and lack

of professionalízation of settlement workers. They also referred to the

cultural dífferences and language dífficulties which prevent immÍgrants

from using services appropriately. Partícipants generally shared the

view of Bergin, chan and candia 76 that the currenË system presents

barriers to inmígrants gaining access to services and receivíng servÍ.ces

that are culturally approprÍate. As well, many participants confirmed

Doyle and Visano's observatíons that ímmigrants are not utilízing
mainstream servíces and that settlement servíces lack expertise to deal

adequately with the full range of immigrant needs.77

7s Health and trüelfare Canad.a and Multiculturalísm and CítizenshípCanada, : Canadian Task Force on MentalHealth Issues Affecting Immigrants and Refugee (Canadian Cataloguing inPublicatÍon Data, 1988)

76 Bergin l-988, Clrran 1987, Candia LgB6.

Doyle and Visano L987
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Participants shared the views of a number of writers, Campfens, Doyle and

Visano and Thomas that excessive expectations are placed on the immigrant

settlement system as a consequence of the lack of access to relevant

mainstream services.Ts However, unlike these writers, they mostly did not

see the need to free the immigrant settlement system from its primary

service provider role and therefore to encourage the nulticulturalization

of mainstream services; rather they felt the solution lay in increasing

the capacity of settlement services to meet these demands. Thís

difference in position may stem from the fact that: "this is the way that
we have always seen our work, the way that has been expected r also

believe that as a settlement servíce conmuníty we do not knor,t¡ bett er,, .7e

The irnmigrant settlement service communíty has played a crucial role not

only ín offering settlement servíces to imrnigrants but as well in the

struggle to increase and improve irnmigrant services which have usually
housed in the settlement service system. This history of leadership and

advocacy may today be preventing some service deliverers from envisioning
long term strategies which extent beyond their boundaries and which deal

more effectively with servíce gaps and barriers. The tendency of some

settlement service providers (participants of this study) to insist on

their prÍmary service role and to dismiss the role that mainstream

services could play ín the derivery of immigrant services, Day stem in
some cases from their avrareness of the reality of ',protectíonism', and the

7a Campfens 1988, Doyle and Visano L9g7, Thomas Lgg7.

7e Intervier¿ No. l-
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potential obstacles protectíonist attitudes uright present in attempcs to

develop collaborative service models.

Another possíble reason for the difference of opiníon r,¡ith the authors

lísted above may be the belief of some particípants that maínstream

services are not ready to respond to imnigrantrs needs and their
consequent lack of confidence .ín the abÍlÍty of mainstream services to

become multiculturalized Ín the near future.

In the literature review, Thomas was the most explicit in arguing that the

organizaxional change of mainstream services must encompass to irnmigrant

servíce needs.80 rn her view, this process of change, essentially one of

"multiculturalizing" mainstream servÍces, requires the exannination of
polícies and agency practíces at both the macro and implementation level.
while partícípants generally felt there uras a need for ehange, they were

less unanimous ín what this would mean. Just as they had not made the

connection to macro factors in their analysis of service barriers so too,
only a few partieípants explicitly spoke of the need for action at a

policy level or sa\^l the process as one of rnulticulturaLizing mainstream

servíces. Along with the factors already mentioned the magnitude of the

rnulticultutalizatíon process, prevented partícipants from accepting it as

a feasible alternative. They often tended to focus their discussÍons on

current and past actíons rather than on developing long term broad

strategies. Repeatedly, conversations demonstrated that settlement

80 Thomas, LTBT
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service providers \¡rere caught in a tradition of service delivery Èhat made

them the sole servÍce providers to ímmigrants. Being so has contributed
to developing their sense of serf sufficiency and Ímportance, being
t'everything for everybody", has discouraged them from concentrating on the
long term implícations of thÍs service pattern. rt has deterred them

from planning and developing long term, comprehensÍve projects such as the
multÍculturalízation of mainstream services.

The above, notwithstanding, participant conversatíons reflect an emerging
t'multiculturalizing trend" rtrithín settlement and mainstream servÍces.
service functions encouragíng multiculturalization such as cross-curtural
educatíon, demonstration services, community development, joint delivery
of direct services. and joínt programing of mainstream services, were

discussed wÍth participants. They r^rere unanimous in stressing the
importance of cross-cultural educatíon with maínscream agencies. However

they generally did not identífy this as a distinct social service function
or as part of a broader servíce strategy. Another important function
withín the multiculturalization process ís the irnmigrant communÍty

development functíon, wíth a view to cornrnunity organizaxions being both
advocates and resources. Although participants r^rere reluctant to see

ímmigrant communities become direct service providers themselves as a

consequence of problems accessing mainstream services, they saw immígrant

communities playing an important role Ín social services. However again,
they generally had not developed clear strategies for involvíng ímmÍgrant

communities in social services. Partícipants seemed overwhelmed by the
diversity and always changing immigrant populatíon that they were serving.
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This overpowering reality seemed to prevent immigrant service providers

from initiating the process of increased participation and partnership

with immÍgrant communities needed to improve services. The very fact that
the irnmÍgrant community is diverse and complex in nature, suggests that
social services wíll benefit by working together with the various groups

and drawing upon their resources, knowledge and skills. Otherwise the

imnigrant community could contínue being left out and continue being

underutilized by the system in the process of improvíng service to them.

A well known shortcoming of social services is theír tendency to respond

to service needs of minority groups by organÍzing and deliverÍng services
ufor" them, rather than developing the abílity to working ,,with,, them to
guarantee relevancy and acceptance. unfortunely, this seems to be the

current situation in dealing with the service needs of the ethníc minority
populations.

ïn general terms many participants, ídeas differ from Thomas, Doyre and

Visano and others, who ídentify the lack of access to mainstream service
as the problem and efforts to increase accessibility as the solutÍon. As

has been prevíously mentioned the question of the accessibilíty to
mainstream services is quite new and is emerging in the context of a

traditíon of viewíng settlement services as the primary service provider.

Nevertheless, various initíatíves are currently being implernented in Cnada

to increase accessibility and to multiculturalize mainstream services.
The Imrnígrant Access Servíce Ín Manítoba, the bridging organization from

which the bridging nodel in chapter Three is derived, is one example which
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suggests that the process of change is underway. Partieípants of the

three provinees also, pointed. to the increasing ntunber of activities

related to multiculturalízing mainstream services in their provinces.

However, these initiatives rrere ad hoc enterprises not linked to the

general social service system. They reínforce the findings of the

research, whích reveal the prevailing acceptance of the dichotomy between

categoric and generíc services, in partieular, among immígrant service

providers' Thís acceptance indicates that if the multicultura1izaxl'on of
services is to occur an incremental process of change is needed with the

emphasis placed on engaging the support and participatíon of service

providers in both systems, the categoric and the generic.

The bridging rnodel which proposes the multículturalizai-íon of mainstream

services, hras discussed ín chapter Three as a separate projecË with a

distínct mandate differing from the mandate of settlement service

agencies. Service elements such as cross-cultural education, demonstratíon

projects, joÍnt delivery of generic services and community development

were defíned within the concept of the brídging organization as dístinct
and crucíal elements in the nulticulturalízaxion of mainstream services.

These functions differ in mandate and service goals from the recep¡ion,

escorting, interpretati.on, employment, orÍentatíon, housing and receptÍon

service components of the settlement system. The participants in general

did not see these tr^ro mandates , the bridging and the settlement, as

distinct. On the contrary they tended to mesh both mandates under the

umbrella of the settlement service system. Should settlement servÍces

continue along this path the implícations for them are that while already
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overloaded with the settlement mandate they must also absorb an additÍonal
brÍdging mandate wÍthin the same organizational structure and with their
current resources. Thís would prevent the legitimation of the bridgíng
functions as e dÍstinct and separate mandate and therefore hamper the

assignment of additional resources and specíal expertise. It would also

maintain services for imrnigrants prirnarily in the categoric rearm,

maintain the barriers to professional generic services, and thus interfere
with the multiculturalizatíon of the servíce system and the communÍty.

On the whole, however, the reaction of particípants to the brídgÍng rnodel

\'i7as one of acceptance. Many partícipants felt that although this rnodel

seemed a ideal it would be quite dífficult to operationa¡ize in theír
provinces due to the relative lack of commitment on the part of poricy
makers and funders to allocate ne\¡r resources in the ímnigrant area. One

participant commented that the bridging model implied 'creating an

addítional layer of service provÍders in the imrnigrant service system,,.

Funders and policy makers v¡ho generally advocate the streamlining of
social servÍce programs night well agree r¿íth her. Therefore while the

participants were in agreement wíth the concept of a bridging organizaxion
they were pessimístíc about the chances of establishing such a program

within the currenü system. For these reasons many particípants did not
explore further or even examine the feasíbility of this servíce model for
their region. Those who did discuss the possÍbÍlíty of the nodel sar^I

settlement agencies becomÍng resource organízations to the mainstream

services in the process of rnulticulturalÍzation; they díd not examine who

I'vas to initiate the process, nor whose mandate it would be, nor how it was
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There vras one particípant who used the bridging model and its objective
of multiculturalizing the mainstream servíces as a frame of reference for
examining another service delivery model,that of placing generic \^rorkers

at settlement service agencies. This partÍcipant had little confidence

in the abilíty of maínstream services to change their structures to
accommodate immigrant service needs, however she believed that the

maÍnstream servíces were more prepared to re-allocate anð7ot re-assign
theír resources to immigrant seÈtlement agencies in order to serve the

immígrant populatíon more effectively and efficiently.

Advocatíng for placing generic workers at irnmigrant settlement agencies,

ïras as r'vell a reaction to the failure of affirmative aetion policies.
The findings reflect the lack of confidence that some partÍcipants had. ín
the current affirmative action measures. These measures urere seen by the
majority of service providers as a remedy not only to dÍscrininatory
hiring practices but as a solutíon to accessibílíty íssues and culturally
appropriate service needs. However many of the research partÍcipants
believed that ethnic professionals were underutilized by the socíal
service system in serving their own conmunities. They felt that ethnic
workers involved in delivering generic servíces from a maínstream agency,

often got lost within system which üras not yet prepared to use or
encourage their cultural expertise. Thus immígrant clients lost a major

potential source of support from these generíc agencies.

L28
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In summary, the líterature, my experiences in the field and the findíngs

of the study are complementary to one another. Together they enhance the

our understanding of how Ëhe servÍce systern í.s organized to respond to

ímmigrant needs and the potentíal the servíce system has to increase

accessibility to ímmigrant communities. The following chapter will
present conclusions and recommendaüions in areas of soeial servíce polícy
development, social service intervention, ethno-cultural community

development and social research.



6.L CONCLUDTNG REI.ÍARKS

From the study one can conclude that the present servÍ.ce system is
inadequate to meet the service needs of ethnic mínoríties. This r^ras

díscussed in terms of the inaccessibílity and the curtural
inappropriateness of mainstream services as well as in terms of the role
the settlement service system has traditionally played as primary service
provider for immigrant populations. The consequence of the currenu
situation is that immígrant communiËies are profoundly diseonnected from
the socíal service system and are for the most part deprived of needed

socíal services at the índividual and the communÍty lever.

Ethno-cultural communities are generally not otganízed around service
issues and therefore are unable to play a signifícant role in advocating
for change in the social service system and/or in developing their o\¡ün

inítiatÍves ín order to deal v¡ith communíty welfare issues. At the same

tÍme, it is evident frorn the participant responses that social services
are overwhelmed by the diversity and changing characterístics of the
immigrant communities. consequently they have been unable to support
community development in order to enable community members to become

active participants Ín the process of improving service for immígranrs.

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND RECOMT,IENDATTONS

130

CHAPTER VI
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The interviews reflect an emerging pïocess of change, led by sectors of
maínstream services and settlement services, and by sectors of organized

immígrant communities. This study suggests that social service agencies

of both systems don't as yet have clear and conmon goals nor clear
implementation strategies in order to increase the quality of servÍces for
ímmigrants. This is a11rava:ted by the lack of coordination between the

tr^ro systems, the generic and the categoric. The participants provide

information on a variety of initiatives to ameliorate the 1ack of
appropriate and accessible services to ímmígrants. cross-cultural
education, affirmative action programs and collaboration models such as

placing generic service workers in settlement serving agencies, are among

the examples of such new initíatives. However, these are not necessarily
ímplemented in a comprehensive manner but rather in many cases, in
isolation and as short term projects.

The findings indicate that the social service system is incorporating new

features that are leading to the nultículturalization of mainstream

services, as illustrated by the bridging model ín chapter Three. These

elements are the core of the current process of organizatíonal change,

However, the rnulticultutalizali-on of mainstream services has not yet been

defined by eÍther the generíc or the categoric system as a dístinct and

separate project with a distinct mandate, neür resollrces and expertise.
rn light of thís vierr, the feasibility of this project is in question
particularly when ít is evident that this work is expected to be carríed
out by the settlement servíng system in addition to its current mandate

and within the context of current levers of expertise and resources.
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rn conclusion, the findings, though prelíminary, are very expricit. on

the one hand, they reveal the lack of articulation at the conceptual and

at the implementation level of the nultículturalization of the mainstream

system as a unique project to be carried out in a comprehensive and

systematic fashion r¿ith a separate mandaËe, resources and expertíse. on

the other hand, they descríbe the existence of elements of the

multÍculturalization approach in both the mainstream and settlement

service systems. ThÍs demonstrates that despite the fact that the

fundamental questions of feasíbility and lack of articulation exíst,
multicultural change is envisioned but is stil1 in its earliest stage of
development.

6.2 RECO}ÍMENDATIONS

Even though the number of participants in this research study was limited,
their cumulatíve experience is substantial. Therefore thei víews ought

to be considered. Recommendations refrecting their ideas and the
literature available will be made ín areas related to the advoeacy of new

polícy and prograrnming ínitiatíves, immigrant community development and

further research.

ADvocAcY FoR PoLIcY AND PR0GRAIIMTNG: The analysis of the ínrervÍews and

the related líterature review suggests the need for deveroping

comprehensive policies for improving the accessibÍlity and relevance of
socíal services for imrnigrants. one aspect of this should be advocacy for
developing a policy related to the multiculturalization of mainstream
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services. This policy should be broad and comprehensive so thaL it can

be applied across the country by government and funding organizations that
have natíonal jurisdiction such as Health and l,relfare Canada, Canada

Employrnent and rmmigracion, etc. The policy should guíde funders,

government and service providers at the prograrnming level by encouraging

creatívity and flexÍbility according to the characteristics of the region.

As well the policy should be specific enough to enable the service

providers to develop a ne\^r mandate with the íncreased resources and to
drartr upon nevr areas of expertise. otherwise the feasibilÍty of the

multiculturalizaüion policy can not be guaranteed. sínce the study

indicates that the bridging service delivery model encompasses necessary

functíons for the multículturalization of the generíc services, it ought

to be given serious consideration as one rTay of implementing the

multicultur aLiz axion policy.

Advocates for more accessible servÍces should also call on the government

funders and servíce providers to undertake a comprehensive review of
serví.ce íssues as they affect ímmigrants. This would include asking
questions such as the role goverrment and current policies pray in
obstructing the delivery of more accessible and appropriate servÍ.ces for
immigrants. To be truly comprehensíve, such a revierrr process shourd not
only involve the secretary of state and its Multiculturalism sector, the
Department of rmmigratíon and Ernproyment, the Department of Hearth and

trlelfare but all other government departments that are responsibre for the
well-being of the canadian populatíon, and thus too the immÍgrant

population' Different levels of government should also be encouraged to
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initíate discussions and to coordinate efforts around the coilrmon goal of
establíshing equality of access for immigrants. These initiatives are

justified in view of the significance of immigration to Canada in terms

of dernographic needs, and the constitutional oblÍgations of Canada to

integrate irnmigrants as equal members of societv.

As the research suggests advocacy should be carried out through better
coordination and linkages of mainstream and immigrant service

representatives who support change, inmigrants working in the social
servíce communíty and Ímmigrant comnunity representatives. The process

of advocacy should itself be seen as a cross-cultural exercise in which

non-immigrant particÍpants gaÍn awareness of immigrant communitíes and

their needs and immigrant particÍpants gain sophistícation in the areas

of political advocacy and coalition building in a canadian context.

rlfMrcRANT coMMUNrry DEVELOpITENT: rt was suggesred rhroughour rhe

interviews that írnrnigrant communÍties should play a more significant role
in definíng their needs, in developing alternative ways to deal with the

lack of appropriate services and in working in collaboratíon with the

service system to improve services. In the development of an effectíve
macro strategy it will be essential to involve irnmigrants and refugees.

Nevertheless ít \^las evident from the daÈa that ímmigrant communities

needed to reach higher levels of organizational sophistieation Ín order
to be effective and genuine participants in such a process.

Government funders should therefore play a greater role ín fosterÍng the
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development of ímmigrant communÍty organizations. Funding bureaucracies

must become more flexible ín terms of their expectations from target
grouPs and recogníze that providíng funding only to those organizations

which have already achieved a high degree of sophistícation does little
or nothing to assist communities which are nevr, small and yet unorganized.

ftnmigrant community leaders, minority professionals and others must begin

playing a more active role in advocating for the social service incerests

of their communities. They must seek to build coalitions with like-rnínded

people ín the social services and other sectors who can provide expertíse

and farniliarity r,¡ith the canadian politícal process and advocacy

strategies.

FURTHER RESEARCH: Given the lirnited research to date there ís
consíderable scope for further research ínto service delÍvery models for
addressing the needs of irnnigrants. For reasons of practícality, this
study focused on the víews and attitudes of participants in the imrnígrant

service sector. Since the attitudes of policy makers and professionals
in maínstream services are important factors in determining change,

research into the level of their understanding and concern about the

Íssues of accessibility and relevant iffinigrant services is essential.

This study also did

users. This is an

exploring direcrly

servíce systems and

solutions.

not seek dírect ínput from immigrants as service

important area for further research in terms of
Ímmigrant attitudes toward the mainstream socÍar

their perceptions about problems and potential



Canada is not the

This suggests that

of other countries

well as political

Ímmigrants.

only rnajor irunígrant receiving country in the world.

a rich area for research rvould be comparative studies

examining alternatíve service intervention models as

and lobbying experiences in irnproving services for
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PART
SITE

I
BACKGROUND INFORMATTON

A. ÏNFORMATION ABOUT THE IMMIGRANT COMMUNITY

1. llhich have been the most recent immigrant groups to come to thisciry?

2. Idhich are some of the largest íurmígrant communÍtíes in thiscity?

L42

APPENDTX I

INTERVIEIT GUIDE

- Due to theír greater partícipation in social servíce Íssues

B. SOCIAL SERVICE COMMI]NITY BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1. How many.settlement agencies are there?

2, Please name tvro major service features of each of thern?

PART IT
PARTTCIPANT' S BACKGROUND INFORI,ÍATION

3 In your opinÍon, whích ethníc communities have aín the socíal service system.
- Due to greater service needs

1.

2.

How rnany years have you worked. in the immigrant servíce field?
I,'Tould you identífy the otganizaxíon you work for as
Government _ Non-government_ Ethníc Cornrnunity based
Both

3. _What is your position in this organLzation?
front line worker
administrator - policy maker
other

4. Idhat is your academic and acadernic background?

high profile

5. Do you consider yourself an Ímmigrant?
yes_ no
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6. Additional information from intervier^I

7. ilhat is a regular day ín your job like?

tr{hen you joíned this line of work, what were your personal views
in relation to:

a) your philosophy of service provision
b) your understanding of Ímmigrant service needs.

Have those perceptions, or philosophical views changed?

8.

PART III
I}TMTGRANT SERVICES ISSUES

9.

1. I"Ihat were your first thoughts about the themes diseussed in the
'DISCUSSION PAPER"?

Ifhat are' your opínions or perceptions about the IMMIGRANT
PARALLEL SYSTEM concept discussed in the paper?

Ifhat do you regard as the barriers preventing immigrants
from accessing maínstream services?

llhat do you regard as the barriers preventing the mainstream
services from providing culturally appropríate serviees?

Ilhat do you thínk about the concept of multícultwraLizing
mainstream services?

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. Ifhat are your opiníons about I'The multÍ--service, multi-lingual ,
multí-cultural service delivery model: the bridging
organizationtt?

7. Do you think that the bridging organizaXion Ís one ïray to
ímprove service accessíbility and service appropriateness?

8. Do you envision a bridging organization working with both
the ethnÍc cultural communities and the mainstream services?

9. ïlhat do you think are the necessary features of the bridging
organizaxíon in order for it to be able to work with both
the ethno eultural communities and the mainstream services?

10. Are these concepts being discussed, developed and/or implemented
in this city?

1-1. Do you thÍnk that a bridging organizaxíon such as is descrÍbed
in the discussion paper, ís applicable or feasible in the

social service comnunity of your city?



L2 How receptíve do you think the nainstream service system would
be to such initiatÍve?

tr{ould maínstream services be amenable to work ín
rnultÍcultur aLÍ-zing their services ?

trüould practítíoners of mainstream servíces be amenable to
deliver their services jointly wirh staff of the bridging
otganí-zaLíon?

Ilill polÍcy makers of mainstream services be amenable tojoíntly develop and deliver programs/services with the bridging
organization?

ilhat are your views about the ethno-cultural communítíes
particÍpation ín the social service community?

Are ethno-cultural communities involved in direct servíce
delivery in this eÍ-xy?

Ifhat roles do you think the ethno-cultural communíties should
play in dealing with imrnigrant social servíce issues?

Ilhat are your thought about the community development concepts
discussed in uhe díscussion paper?

How do you think the immigrant communíty would respond to
concepts such as nultículturaLízíng mainstream servÍces,
ímmigrant parallel service issues and bridging functions?

How would you descríbe the situation of the ímrnigrant serving
community in this eLxy?

rs the Írnnigrant serving communíty discussing anð,/or advocating,
a more accessible and culturally sensitíve nainstream services?

Does the immigrant serving communíty have confídence that thenulticulturaLizj.ng process of mainstream service can and witl
ever happen?

trÍhat do you think about the discussion about ',Freeing irnmigrant
service agencies from their role of primary servíce províãers"
?

13
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15
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I,

CAIIEd, WTOI{ARD BUILDTNG A MODEL FOR THE }ÍULTICULTURALTZATION OF THE

CANADIAN SocIAL SERvIcESn conducted by Rosa Candia. She has explaíned

that Ëhe research wíll assist her in the completion of her Thesis for a

Masters of social llork degree. I understand that the intervíew material
v¡íll also be used to help the immigrant serving community ín providing

more accessíble and culturally appropriate services to ethnic minorities.

Ms. Candia has explained that confidentíalíty r.vill be stríctly respected

in any materials used publicly. Further, I agree to allow this ínterview
to be tape recorded. r understand that r have the right to ïequest a copy

of the tape and the ríght to have remarks made during the taping excluded

if I feel they are unrepresentatíve of my views.
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LETTER OF CONSENT

agree to participate in the study

I understand that

my involvement at

Signed

my particÍpation is voluntary and that I may withdraw

1ny time.

Dated



1. Instítutional Change Issues

1.1 ExÍsting services ought to accommodate a multicultural

population,s needs

L.2 Ilide rangíng changes

1.3 Lack of general stïategy

L.4 Multiculturalism, whose territorv?
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APPENDIX III

DATA CODING SYSTEI'Í

2. Settlement Services, Everything For Everybody

2.L The government \Àras not doing much

2.2 Solving all the problems ourselves

2.3 Mainstream services rely too much on settlement services

2,4 A case against a parallel system approach

2.5 The perils of centralízaxion or bureaueraxization of the larger

organization

2.6 I^Iho controls settlement services

2.7 Ghettoization through funding

3. rncreasing Access To Mainstream services, A process of change

3.1 ReeeptÍvity uo change

3.2 Some scepticism due to funding lirnitatíons and protectionism
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3.3 Receptivity by front line workers

3.4 New roles, ne!ü expectations for settlement r^rorkers

3.5 Hiríng and utilízaxion of irnrnígrant professíonal

4. Service Issues And Testing New Service Approaches

4.L Language is not the only problem

4.2 Cross-cultural interpretatíon is needed.

4,3 Help wíthin a cultural conËext

4.4 Our weakest area is counsellíng services

4.5 By hiring bílingual q¡orkers

4.6 By placÍng mainstream workers at irnrnigrant serving agencies

4.7 By increasing interagency collaboration

4.8 By producing changes through cross-cultural education

5. The Conplexity Of Ethno-cultural Comrnunity Life

5.1 Much focus on symbolic expression of culture

5.2 Líttle concern at what happens here in Canada

5.3 Some feel the need to develop their own thíngs to deal with the

system

5.4 Some want to run their own servíces

5.5 More than just a problem with socíal services

5.6 A voice in social services

6. Immígrant Service Deliverer,s Reflections

- Be who you are

- Integration is the focus of mv work
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To facilítate empor^rerment, self sufficiency

To create an homogeneous value system

Bilingualisrn applies to everybody who has two languages


